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ABSTRACT
Snow avalanches are a potentially fatal and highly destructive natural hazard.
Snow slab avalanches occur in steep alpine terrain due to an unstable layered snowpack.
When a consolidated layer of snow forms a slab above a weak layer of snow the slab may
collapse and slide downhill due to gravitational and applied forces (e.g., the weight of a
skier, explosive, or new snowfall). Persistent weak layers form in the snowpack due to
strong vapor pressure gradients, and they can last for weeks to months as a slab builds
above them. Avalanches on persistent weak layers become less frequent, yet are typically
larger and more destructive the longer and deeper the layer is buried. Deep slab
avalanches on persistent weak layers pose a difficult forecasting problem due to their low
likelihood of occurrence and potentially high consequences. This thesis aims to identify
meteorological metrics that are associated with deep slabs on persistent weak layers. We
used univariate analysis, classification trees, and random forests to explore relationships
between seasons with deep slabs and summaries of meteorological metrics over the
beginning of the season during weak layer formation. We also looked at the relationship
between days with these avalanches and summaries of meteorological metrics over the
days prior to them. In addition, we reviewed a case study of a season that had multiple
deep slabs on a persistent weak layer and a historic wet slab avalanche cycle on the same
layer, at Bridger Bowl ski area. Seasons with deep slabs typically had relatively low
precipitation throughout the early part of the season (i.e., November - January), and a
snowpack in the beginning of the season that was sufficiently deep, but shallow enough
for a weak layer to develop. Our results also showed warmer twenty-four hour
temperatures and more precipitation over seven day prior to days with dry deep slabs, and
extended periods of above freezing temperatures were seen prior to days with deep wet
slabs. These results are in line with previous research and are suggestive of
meteorological summaries that may be useful to forecast deep slab avalanches on
persistent weak layers.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Avalanches threaten to kill or injure people, and affect tourism, transportation and
development, in alpine areas worldwide. Avalanches have been a familiar phenomenon in
the European Alps and Scandinavia for more than five centuries, and have become a
greater issue in other areas of the world over the past century (LaChapelle, 1960a). They
were recognized as a problem in the western United States around 1890 during the gold
rush. In 1910, 108 fatalities, three wrecked trains, and one million dollars in property
damage resulted from a series of large avalanches on a railroad in the Northwestern
United States (Atwater, 1954; Gallagher, 1967). The importance of understanding the
avalanche phenomenon was further emphasized when approximately 10,000 U.S. troops
were killed in a series of avalanches in Europe during World War I (Atwater, 1954).
More recently, increased population and activities in alpine areas have resulted in an
increase in human-avalanche encounters. In the United States, the average annual number
of deaths from snow avalanches have historically exceeded that from earthquakes, and
from all other forms of mass movement combined (Voight et al., 1990). The number of
fatalities each season in the United States increased rapidly between 1990 and 2000 (Fig.
1). Since 2000, the rate of increase of fatalities per season has leveled off, but the total
number remains high at around 30 per year (Fig. 1). The increase in fatalities can be
largely attributed to better performance of snowmobiles and ski equipment, and their
riders, which has placed many more in the way of avalanches (e.g., Chabot, 2002).
Furthermore, activities that take place in avalanche terrain have gained popularity and the
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number of people participating in them has increased. With more people facing
encounters with avalanches there is an increasing need to better understand, and inform
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the public about, the processes that create and initiate avalanches.
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Figure 1. Avalanche fatalities in the United States by season 1950-2013 (Data: CAIC,
2014).
The general mechanisms of snow avalanches are relatively well understood (e.g.,
Schweizer et al., 2003). However, predicting the exact time and location of an avalanche
is difficult due to the highly variable distribution of snow through space and time. The
general location of avalanches can be predicted by aspect and elevation. The formation of
the snowpack is highly dependent on exposure to the sky (i.e., radiation), sun, wind,
precipitation, and temperature, which all have different effects dependent on aspect and
elevation. Predicting more precise locations of avalanches, such as on a specific
avalanche path, requires intimate knowledge of the snowpack and the snowpack history
on that slope.
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Avalanche danger over an area is derived from information about the general
structure of the area’s snowpack, signs of instability in the snowpack, and current
weather conditions (LaChapelle, 1980). Knowledge of the snowpack structure is derived
from digging snowpits and following the formation and development of layers
throughout the season. Current weather conditions inform those forecasting avalanche
hazard about how the snowpack is changing due to temperature changes or loading from
wind and snow. Knowledge of the current weather conditions is more powerful when
combined with information about the snowpack strength and structure. The state of the
snowpack prior to changes in weather determines how the snowpack reacts to those
changes.
Information about the snowpack strength is relatively obvious when the main
avalanche problem, or weak layer, is fresh snow or a newly formed persistent weak layer.
In these situations avalanche activity can be prevalent, and the young age (i.e., hours or
days) of the layers indicates that they likely will gain strength over time. In addition to
the relatively obvious instability of new layers, avalanches triggered on newer layers are
often smaller and have lower consequences than avalanches triggered on old layers due to
the greater depth of the slab overlying older layers. Weak layers that are buried and
remain in the snowpack are called “persistent” weak layers. In general, a persistent weak
layer gains strength over time (e.g., Logan et al., 2007) and the likelihood of triggering an
avalanche on that layer goes down, but the likely size and consequence if an avalanche is
triggered goes up. As a result, relatively few signs of snowpack weakness (i.e.,
avalanches, and collapsing snow) are observed prior to avalanches on old persistent
layers. The lack of evidence available regarding the strength of the snowpack makes
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prediction of avalanches on old persistent weak layers more difficult. With a relative lack
of traditional indicators about the strength of the snowpack, alternative information may
be helpful in forecasting avalanches on old persistent weak layers.
The meteorological conditions under which a weak layer forms, as well as the
conditions subsequent to its formation, will influence its strength (e.g., Akitaya, 1974).
Therefore, summaries of meteorological conditions during and following weak layer
formation can be used to supplement other observations when forecasting for avalanches
on a persistent weak layer that has become less active.
1.2 Research Questions
This thesis will explore relationships between meteorological conditions during
the formation of persistent weak layers and avalanches that fail on these weak layers late
in the season. Our focus is on avalanches events that were observed and recorded within
and adjacent to Bridger Bowl ski area from 1968-2013. Deep slab avalanches, in this
thesis, are assumed to have failed on a layer of depth hoar, or a layer of deeply buried
facets (possibly combined with an ice crust). These types of layers commonly persist in
the study area’s climate and ski area setting. Depth hoar and basal facets are common
persistent weak layers that form during the early months of winter (November-January in
the Northern hemisphere) mainly in continental and intermountain climates. Avalanche
activity on these layers can be abundant in December and January, and become less
frequent going into February. Around this time less activity occurs on these deep layers,
but when it does occur, larger avalanches are more common than smaller ones. This
thesis defines avalanches that fail on deep persistent weak layers and focuses on those
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believed to have failed on a deep persistent weak layer on or after February 1st at Bridger
Bowl ski area in southwest, Montana.
The objective of this thesis is to improve the ability to forecast the timing of
avalanches that fail on deep persistent weak layers. More specifically, the goal is to
determine what additional data can be used to assess the instability of a weak layer once
data that is commonly used to assess instability (i.e., avalanche occurrences or stability
tests) gains more uncertainty as the weak layer ages. This will be achieved by answering
two related questions: 1) what is the relationship between meteorological metrics during
the early months of the season and deep slabs on persistent weak layers late in the
season? Strong relationships here imply that forecasting avalanches on an old persistent
weak layer begins with data gathered when the weak layer is formed, and that
information must be retained through the season. 2) When a persistent weak layer is
present, which metrics over the days prior to deep slabs on persistent weak layers
commonly have different values than they do prior to days without deep slabs? This
question will address what current changes in weather typically contribute to the
initiation of deep slabs on persistent weak layers. In addition to statistical analysis of
historical data, a case study of the 2011-2012 season at Bridger Bowl will provide insight
and context to these questions. The 2011-2012 season had a layer of depth hoar that
produced avalanches throughout the entire season and culminated with an historic wet
slab cycle that took out the entire season’s snowpack.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Snow Avalanches
There are two general types of avalanches: loose-snow avalanches and slab
avalanches. Loose snow avalanches are the result of mostly unconsolidated snow grains
at the snow surface that begin to slide from a point and fan out downslope as more and
more grains are sent into motion through collisions with each other (McClung and
Schaerer, 2006). Slab avalanches are the result of one or more layers of well-bonded
snow releasing simultaneously from the snow cover and sliding down a slope due to poor
bonding between the sliding layers and the layers of snow, or ground (Fig. 2) (Schweizer
et al., 2003). Slab avalanches are usually the most dangerous and destructive type of
avalanche, and are the primary target for mitigation or avoidance (LaChappelle, 1960a).
The focus of this thesis is slab avalanches.
Both types of avalanches are further sub-divided into wet and dry snow
avalanches. This is based on whether the snow is wet or dry where the avalanche initiates
(i.e., in the starting zone). Dry snow avalanches are faster moving and are usually
accompanied by a fast moving powder cloud made up of snow crystals and air. Wet snow
avalanches are slow moving and can be highly destructive due to their high density.
Intermediate types of avalanches exist, being composed of both dry and wet snow
(LaChappelle, 1960a; McClung and Schaerer, 2006).
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Figure 2. A medium sized (SS-AS-R3-D2) direct-action slab avalanche in Southwest
Montana. This avalanche was initiated on low angle terrain behind (downhill from)
where the photo was taken. The fracture propagated to the steeper slope to the right of the
photo, and then propagated up to the less steep slope above. The arrested pieces of slab
indicate a lower slope angle.
Slab avalanches occur as either a direct action avalanche or a climax avalanche
(LaChapelle, 1960a; Schweizer et al., 2003). Direct action avalanches are the immediate
result of a single storm or meteorological event (Fig. 2). Climax avalanches are not
necessarily associated with a single storm or meteorological situation, and are often
avalanches involving snow layers deeper than the previous storm (Fig. 3) (LaChapelle,
1960a). This thesis involves both dry and wet, climax slab avalanches.
To most effectively present this research, a necessary background on snow
avalanche formation and initiation will first be established. Slab avalanche fracture
mechanics will be discussed briefly, followed by a discussion of factors contributing to
dry and wet slab avalanche formation and initiation. This will be followed by a
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discussion of the formation and properties of common persistent weak layers, forecasting
avalanches and climax avalanches, and statistical avalanche forecasting.

Figure 3. Crown (.3-2m deep) of a climax slab avalanche (HS-N-R5-D4) near Bridger
Bowl. This avalanche released naturally on March 20, 2012 on a 30-60cm thick layer of
depth hoar that formed early in the season.
2.1.1 Slab Avalanche Fracture Mechanics
Slab avalanches result from the propagation of a fracture beneath and along all
lateral boundaries of a slab (McClung and Schaerer, 2006). Initiation of a slab avalanche
is due to rate-dependent changes to the snowpack. These occur from either rapid load
from a localized trigger near the surface (i.e., a skier or explosive), widespread gradual
loading (i.e., from precipitation or wind), or, in the absence of load, temperature or
radiation induced changes to the snow cover’s properties (e.g., warming of the surface)
(Schweizer et al., 2003). These triggers were previously thought to initiate a fracture in
the weak layer below a slab through propagation of shear slip surfaces. This theory
generally states that differential rates of deformation between the slab and the weak layer
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lead to shear slip faces at the interface that rapidly propagate when a critical length of the
slip face is reached (McClung, 1979; McClung, 1981; McClung, 2005).
The general theory of shear stress overcoming shear strength to initiate an
avalanche is useful to explain why a steep slope is required for an avalanche to slide.
However, the frequently observed triggering of avalanches and fracture of weak layers in
low angle terrain, often accompanied by a “whumph” sound, is unexplained by this shear
fracture mechanism (Heierli et al., 2008). While previous work suggests collapse of the
slab to occur entirely after shear failure (McClung, 2005), recent work suggests a
combination of slope-normal failure (collapse) and slope-parallel failure (shear) during
avalanche release (Heierli and Zaiser, 2008). More recent studies have shown that
frictional forces along the fracture plane, directly after collapse and de-bonding of the
slab from the other layers, must be overcome by gravitational forces on a steep slope (van
Herwijnen and Heierli, 2009; Heierli et al., 2011). This suggests collapse is the primary
process in avalanche initiation followed by the forces of friction being overcome by
forces from normal load (van Herwijnen and Heierli, 2009; Heierli et al., 2011).
2.1.2 Dry Slab Avalanche
Formation and Initiation
Avalanche formation is a result of the interaction between the terrain, existing
snow cover, and meteorological conditions (Atwater, 1954; Schweizer et al., 2003;
McClung and Schearer, 2006). Atwater (1954) recognizes the need for a slope (terrain)
and snow to create an avalanche. He mentions ten snow related factors that contribute to
avalanche formation and initiation (Table 1). Schweizer et al. (2003) refine these ten
factors to terrain plus four snow related factors that contribute to avalanche formation,
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which are: new snowfall, wind, temperature and radiation, and snow cover stratigraphy
(Table 1).
Table 1 Ten factors that contribute to avalanche initiation and formation from Atwater
(1954), and four refined factors from Schweizer et al. (2003).
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Terrain is a factor that essentially remains constant throughout avalanche
formation. Terrain influences can be slightly altered by the spatial variability of snow
accumulation. In deeper snow climates bed surface roughness can be reduced, and slope
angles can increase or decrease with more accumulation. The primary terrain factor that
contributes to avalanches is the requisite slope steep enough to allow snow to slide after
failure (Atwater, 1954; McClung and Schaerer, 2006). Slab avalanches are usually
initiated on slopes between 30° and 45° (LaChapelle, 1960a; Perla, 1977; Schweizer and
Jamieson, 2001; Schweizer et al., 2003). Micro-topography in the terrain also influences
the formation and initiation of avalanches. Slope-scale concavities contribute to
avalanche formation by being conducive to the accumulation of more snow (Gleason,
1995; Schweizer et al., 2003). Convexities in the terrain promote areas of stress on the
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snowpack, which can contribute to avalanche initiation (Föhn et al., 2002; Schweizer et
al., 2003; McClung and Schaerer, 2006).
Terrain roughness also plays a role in avalanche formation and initiation. Small
objects such as rocks and shrubs can interrupt the formation of continuous layers, and act
as anchors or create areas of stress on slabs when the snow is shallow and they protrude
above the surface (Schweizer et al., 2003; McClung and Schaerer, 2006). When the
snowpack becomes deeper, the terrain roughness is smoothed out, and may allow for the
formation of more continuous weak layers and slabs. Thus, snow depth prior to storms is
an important contributing factor to the formation of avalanches (Schweizer et al., 2003;
Schweizer et al., 2009). More variability in terrain roughness can create isolated areas of
weak faceted crystals where the snow cover is thin and the temperature gradient is strong
around shallow objects (Arons et al., 1998; Schweizer et al., 2003). These can become
areas where triggering an avalanche is more likely (McClung and Schaerer, 2006).
Vegetation can also interrupt the formation of continuous layers and reduce
loading. Dense forests intercept precipitation and snow transported by wind, and alter the
radiation transfer (Schweizer et al., 2003; McClung and Schaerer, 2006). Terrain and
vegetation interact with the existing snow stratigraphy and meteorological conditions to
create avalanches.
In addition to needing terrain that can produce an avalanche, the structure of the
snowpack must promote the formation of an avalanche. In order to have an avalanche, the
snow stratigraphy must contain a buried weak layer underlying a slab (Schweizer et al.,
2003; McClung and Schaerer, 2006). Schweizer and Jamieson (2001) found that 70
percent of 186 skier-triggered avalanches had a weak layer composed of a persistent
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grain form, such as surface hoar, near-surface facets, or depth hoar (Schweizer et al.,
2003). Therefore, avalanches on persistent types of weak layers deserve attention. The
properties of the slab above, and to a lesser extent below, the weak layer must be
considered in addition to the weak layer. Slab depth, hardness, moisture content,
temperature, and grain type can affect the potential for fracture propagation (McClung
and Schaerer, 2006).
An avalanche will initiate on a steep slope in a snowpack with stratigraphy
conducive to failure when the meteorological conditions promote changes in the
snowpack that lead to a fracture, or collapse, of the weak layer. New precipitation has
been regarded as the strongest parameter to forecast avalanches (e.g., Bois et al., 1975;
Föhn et al., 1977; Schweizer and Föhn, 1996; Davis et al., 1999; Floyer and McClung
2003; McCollister et al., 2003). Amount, intensity, and characteristics of new snow
contribute to avalanche formation and initiation (e.g., Perla 1970; Judson and Erickson,
1973; Bovis, 1977). Wind is often regarded as the second most significant contributing
factor to avalanche formation because it has a similar effect as new snow (Atwater, 1954;
Schweizer et al., 2003). Snow transported by wind adds load and creates slabs. Wind can
be difficult to measure due to high variability in local wind speed and direction. This high
variability also contributes to the spatial variability of the snow stratigraphy, and stress
concentrations within the snowpack, by creating slabs of spatially heterogeneous
hardness and thickness (Schweizer et al., 2003). Parameters that combine wind and
snowfall have also been found as strong indicators of avalanche activity. These
parameters often represent wind drifting, or loading from wind, by combining snow
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available for transport (new snow) with wind speed and direction (e.g., Schweizer and
Föhn, 1996; Davis et al., 1999; Hendrikx et al., 2005).
While the addition of weight by new snowfall, rain, or blowing snow is the most
common natural trigger for dry slab avalanches, the rate of loading from these plays an
important role in avalanche initiation. Conway and Wilbour (1999) suggest that during
storms, there is a balance between the rate at which stress is added to the snowpack and
the rate at which it can adjust its strength to support the addition of load. If the snowpack
cannot adjust its strength as fast or faster than the rate of loading, an avalanche will
result.
Temperature can be a contributing factor in dry slab avalanche initiation,
specifically when there is an absence of new load (Schweizer et al., 2003). Although
temperature has received considerable attention in literature (e.g., Schweizer et al., 2003)
and educational material (e.g., McClung and Schaerer, 2006) it is believed to have a
relatively minor effect on dry slab avalanche initiation (McClung, 1996; Schweizer and
Jamieson, 2010). For dry slab avalanches, temperature primarily affects surface layers
due to the low thermal conductivity of low-density snow (Sturm et al., 1997; Schweizer
et al., 2003). The snowpack is generally warmer, denser, and stronger deeper in the
snowpack (McClung, 1996). As with most meteorological effects on the snowpack, the
rate of change is important. Rapid temperature change can lead to increased slab
deformation, which is accompanied by increased strain and strain rates at the slab-weak
layer interface (Schweizer et al., 2003). Previous work and observations suggest that
rising slab or weak layer temperatures, which result from rising air temperatures, can lead
to decreased stability (McClung, 1996). The immediate effects of warming typically
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decrease stability, while delayed effects of warming typically increase stability (McClung
and Schweizer, 1996). The delayed effects of warming promote stability through
increased bond formation, reduced temperature gradients, and increased creep rates,
which increase settlement, densification, and hardness. Immediately following warming,
reduced slab hardness is the primary factor that results in decreased stability.
Furthermore, this reduction in hardness makes skier triggering more likely as skiers will
affect softer snow to a greater depth than harder snow (McClung and Schweizer, 1996;
Schweizer et al., 2003). Surface warming is suggested to be more relevant in skier
triggered avalanches than in natural releases (Harvey and Heierli, 2009; Schweizer and
Jamieson, 2010).
Surface warming makes skier triggering more likely, and increases shear stress in
the weak layer, even if the warming does not reach all the way through the slab to the
weak layer (Wilson et al., 1999). Schweizer and Jamieson (2010) suggest that dry slab
avalanche initiation due to warming is clearly not due to warming of the weak layer,
leading to decreased strength. They mention that the effect of surface warming on
stability is strongly dependent on the stratigraphy, and on the slab properties. This
suggests that surface warming is most effective when the slab is a relatively thin new
snow layer. Despite empirical evidence of deep slabs during warming (e.g., Schweizer et
al., 2009; Conlan et al., 2014) there is not an explainable causal effect for the coincidence
(Schweizer and Jamieson, 2010).
Radiation has an equal or greater influence than temperature on surface warming
that contributes to avalanche formation and initiation (Schweizer et al., 2003; Schweizer
and Jamieson, 2010). Radiation data have been applied to avalanche forecasting, with
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varying success, mainly in regards to wet slab avalanches (Baggi and Schweizer, 2009;
Peitzsch et al., 2012). For dry slab avalanches, the result of surface warming by radiation
has results similar to warming by temperature (Schweizer and Jamieson, 2010). Longwave radiation being emitted from the snow surface during clear days and nights can
counteract warming from direct shortwave (solar) radiation (Schweizer et al., 2003). An
opposite effect occurs on cloudy days when long-wave radiation is emitted from the
clouds back to the snow, which enhances warming of the snowpack. This can lead to wet
snow avalanches (Tremper, 2008; McClung and Schaerer, 2006).
2.1.3 Wet Slab Avalanche
Formation and Initiation
The factors contributing to slab avalanche formation and initiation vary between
wet and dry slab avalanches. In general, the initiation of a dry slab avalanche is the result
of stress being added to the snowpack quicker than the snowpack can adjust its strength,
while wet slab avalanche initiation is the result of a decrease in strength of the snowpack
that allows it to succumb to existing, and added, stresses (Tremper, 2008). While these
general processes dominate the respective types of avalanche initiation, neither one is
exclusive of the other (McClung and Schaerer, 2006). It is likely that a decrease in
strength or alteration of snowpack properties often accompanies the addition of stress
during dry slab avalanche initiation. It is also common for wet slab avalanche initiation to
be the result of an addition of stress, in conjunction with a decrease in snowpack strength
(e.g., Baggi and Schweizer, 2009; Marienthal et al., 2012). The factors discussed in the
previous section were primarily presented in the context of dry slab avalanches. Factors
primarily contributing to wet slab avalanche initiation will follow.
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The addition of free water to the snowpack is a primary contributing factor to the
initiation of wet slabs (LaChapelle, 1960a; Kattelmann, 1984; Conway and Raymond,
1993; Reardon and Lundy, 2004; Baggi and Schweizer, 2009; Peitzsch et al., 2012).
Measurements of SWE loss or snow settlement, and sustained warming, which suggest
the introduction of water to the snowpack, have been used to forecast wet slabs (Baggi
and Schweizer, 2009; Peitzsch et al., 2012). For wet slabs to occur, a similar stratigraphy
is required as for dry slabs, though the processes leading to failure may differ. Weak
layers, crusts, ice lenses, or capillary barriers (a significant difference in grain size
between adjacent layers), that may impede water flow and allow water to flow along the
layer boundary below a slab rather than through the snowpack, contribute to wet slab
formation. Baggi and Schweizer (2009) found the presence of capillary barriers,
increased load on a weakened snowpack, and days since the snowpack went isothermal to
be useful for forecasting wet slabs in Davos, Switzerland.
Reardon and Lundy (2004) describe a structure for wet slab avalanches that
includes a weak basal layer. While non-basal weak layers have also been observed as
failure planes for wet slabs upon the interaction with free water (e.g., Conway and
Raymond, 1993), they are less frequently an issue in ski area settings due to the frequent
disturbance of the snowpack (Kattelmann, 1984). Wet slab activity was observed to peak
during the transition from winter to summer snow (isothermal snow) in Glacier National
Park, Montana (Reardon and Lundy, 2004), which suggests wet slab activity to occur on
days near the time the snowpack turns isothermal. LaChapelle (1960a) also noted
observing the most extensive wet slab cycles during the first warm up, or during winter
rain.
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Rain on snow events along the Milford Road in New Zealand were found to
increase avalanche danger until vertical drainage channels were established through the
snowpack, at which point avalanche danger would become low (Conway et al., 2009).
Conway et al. (2009) identified three stages of water infiltration through snow following
the start of rain on snow. These are generally: 1) immediately increased avalanche
danger, 2) Danger of deeper avalanches prior to established drainage channels, and 3) a
return to stability once drainage is established. Conway and Raymond (1993) observed
the majority of wet slabs to occur in the upper 30-50cm of the snowpack directly after the
onset of rain (1-2hr), except when the snowpack was relatively stable before. However,
they noted that avalanches that had a delayed response (up to 13 hours) to rain were
deeper and harder to predict.
The potential for wet slabs on basal layers in a ski area setting combined with
their hard to predict nature suggests a need to better understand the factors that contribute
to them. Although the variables described as contributing to wet slabs in these studies are
limited to their respective study areas, they may be indicative of the types of variables to
examine elsewhere. This thesis considers many of the aforementioned contributing
factors to both wet and dry slab avalanches as contributing factors to climax wet and dry
slab avalanches that fail on persistent weak layers.
2.2 Persistent Weak Layers
Depth hoar is a large angular snow crystal that makes up a common persistent
weak layer at the base of the snowpack (Fig. 4). Depth hoar was found to account for
13% of fatal avalanche accidents in Canada between 1972 and 1991 (Jamieson and
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Johnston, 1992). In 45 human-triggered avalanches in Switzerland that had
accompanying snow profiles, approximately 20% failed on top of or within a layer of
depth hoar (Schweizer and Lütschg, 2001). Depth hoar made up approximately 10% of
weak layers associated with 186 investigated skier-triggered avalanches in Canada and
Switzerland between 1987 and 1999 (Schweizer and Jamieson, 2001). Föhn (1993) found
depth hoar to be the weak layer in 15% of roughly 300 snowpit profiles that were dug on
a slope before or after it avalanched. In southwest Montana, depth hoar was the weak
layer in 6% of 51 large backcountry avalanches investigated between 1990 and 1996
(Birkeland, 1998). Tracz (2012) found depth hoar to be the weak layer grain type in 60%
of deep slab avalanches (Defined as avalanches with a persistent weak layer older than 3
weeks, and a crown depth exceeding the 80th percentile of crown depths in the region) in
the Rocky Mountain region of Canada, while it made up the weak layer in an
insignificant percentage of deep slabs in other regions of western Canada.

Figure 4. Depth hoar crystals that formed at Bridger Bowl during the 2011-2012 season.
Grid squares are 1x1mm on the left and 3x3mm on the right.
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Depth hoar is a common persistent weak layer in continental climates, where
snow depth is shallow and temperatures are cold (Mock and Birkeland, 2000; Tremper,
2008). It forms from constructive metamorphism induced by rapid vapor transfer due to a
strong vapor pressure gradient through the snowpack (Giddings and LaChapelle, 1962;
Akitaya, 1974). This vapor pressure gradient drives water vapor from the base of the
snowpack towards the top. Crystals grow larger from deposition of ice on their base
during the upward movement of water vapor. The vapor pressure gradient can be
observed by measuring the temperature gradient through the snowpack. Constructive
metamorphism occurs when the vapor pressure gradient through the entire snowpack is
stronger than the pressure gradient around individual grains, which is typically when the
temperature gradient exceeds 10°C/m through the snowpack (LaChapelle, 1960b;
Giddings and LaChapelle, 1962; Akitaya, 1974, Armstrong, 1985). A negative
temperature gradient is formed in alpine snow covers due to below freezing snow surface
temperatures and a ground temperature near 0°C, which is a result of geothermal heating
and stored summer heat (McClung and Schaerer, 2006). In the absence of a strong
negative temperature gradient, destructive metamorphism occurs (LaChapelle, 1960b).
Destructive metamorphism is the movement of water vapor from points of high vapor
pressure to low vapor pressure, which are due to irregularities in curvature, across the
surface of individual grains. This process results in rounded grain forms, as opposed to
the angular grains that form from constructive metamorphism (LaChapelle, 1960b;
Giddings and LaChapelle, 1962).
Other factors that influence the development of depth hoar are snow temperature,
initial crystal type, and initial density (Akitaya, 1974; Marbouty, 1980; Pfeffer and
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Mrugala, 2002). Initial crystal type and density are highly correlated and also determine
porosity, which plays a large role in vapor transfer and heat conduction during snow
metamorphism (Bradley et al., 1977; Marbouty, 1980; Pfeffer and Mrugala, 2002). Initial
snow densities greater than 350kg/m3 have been shown to metamorphose into hard depth
hoar with hardness ICSI R3 or greater (Colbeck, 1990) when exposed to strong
temperature gradients (Akitaya, 1974; Marbouty, 1980; Pfeffer and Mrugala, 2002).
Marbouty (1980) observed recrystallization in higher initial snow densities, but crystal
growth was restricted by pore space. Similarly, snow with an initial density of 400kg/m3
was found to metamorphose into hard (ICSI R3 or greater) solid type depth hoar (facets)
connected by necks when exposed to temperature gradients between 20°C/m and 80°C/m
(Pfeffer and Mrugala, 2002). Depth hoar resulting from the exposure of high density
snow to a strong temperature gradient exhibits greater strength, implied by hardness, than
depth hoar developed from lower density snow that has sufficient pore space for crystal
growth (Akitaya, 1974; Pfeffer and Mrugala, 2002). When large depth hoar grains form
from low-density snow there are much fewer bonds per unit area, resulting in a weak
layer of snow (Akitaya, 1974; Pfeffer and Mrugala, 2002).
Average crystal size of depth hoar has been found to decrease with the snow
temperature during formation (Akitaya, 1974; Marbouty, 1980). This typically produces
larger crystals at the base of the snowpack since temperature generally decreases from the
bottom to the top of the pack (Bradley et al., 1977; Marbouty, 1980). The main factor
responsible for larger crystal sizes forming at higher temperatures is the amount of water
vapor available for transfer and deposition (Akitaya, 1974) since more water vapor can be
held in warmer air (Wallace and Hobbs, 2006 p. 64).
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Bradley et al. (1977) found large fully metamorphosed depth hoar at the base of
the snowpack to be relatively stronger than slightly less developed depth hoar above it.
They identified the less developed depth hoar as the weakest zone, having forms between
fully developed crystals with cups and striations and flat angular plate-like crystals. They
also found the strongest temperature gradient to be in this weaker zone with less
developed depth hoar. This stronger temperature gradient was explained by the lower
conductivity of smaller bonds in the less developed depth hoar having to accommodate a
large heat flux from the larger crystals below (Bradley et al., 1977).
Although depth hoar is the weak layer for a relatively lower percentage of
avalanches than other persistent weak layer types, it is one of the more prominent
persistent weak layer types in many ski area settings (e.g., LaChappelle and Atwater,
1961; Kattelmann, 1984; Marienthal et al., 2012). This is due to being more resistant to
frequent disturbance than thinner weak layer types that form higher in the snowpack,
such as surface hoar (LaChapelle and Atwater, 1961; Kattelmann, 1984).
At ski areas where depth hoar is a common weak layer, extensive efforts are made
early in the season to reduce the formation and initiation of avalanches on depth hoar
(e.g., Sahn, 2010). Explosives are used in a variety of ways to mitigate avalanches on
depth hoar. This includes, but is not limited to, widespread application of explosives
before depth hoar is deeply buried in order to disrupt the continuity of the layer (e.g.,
Carvelli, 2008). When this is not entirely successful, explosives are used to trigger
avalanches on the depth hoar layer, ideally before they become relatively large and
destructive. Typically, the later in the season that an avalanche on depth hoar is triggered,
the larger it is. In addition to explosive application, compaction of depth hoar by boot
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packing and skiers before it is deeply buried can effectively break up and strengthen the
layer (LaChapelle and Atwater, 1961; Carvelli, 2008; Wieland et al., 2012).
Direct measurements of snowpack temperature gradients, snow density, and grain
type are ideal for forecasting avalanches on persistent weak layers like depth hoar.
However, these data are sparse in many cases even where meteorological data exist more
thoroughly (e.g., a ski area). Meteorological metrics associated with the factors that
influence the development of persistent weak layers in continental climates will be used
in this thesis to proxy the factors that influence the formation and subsequent strength of
these persistent weak layers. Air temperature, snow depth, daily new snowfall, and daily
new snow water equivalent (SWE) will be used to derive variables that summarize the
meteorological conditions in November, December, and January when persistent weak
layers form, which may later cause deep slab avalanches.
2.3 Climax and Deep Slab Avalanches
Various studies have focused on climax avalanches and deep slab avalanches
(Table 2). They seek to identify weather and snowpack variables that are most associated
with these types of avalanches. While the exact definition of “deep slab” avalanches
varies throughout these studies (Table 2), they all share a highly destructive and difficult
to forecast character. The various definitions are an artifact of different climate types and
available datasets.
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Table 2 Characteristics and findings from previous studies that examined deep slab avalanches.
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LaChapelle and Atwater (1961) mention delayed action climax avalanches as one
of the most difficult forecasting problems. Many slopes reach the critical instability for a
delayed action avalanche, but don’t fail due to a lack of trigger, and then gain strength
again. This can lead to a higher potential for delayed action climax avalanches in a ski
area setting due to the numerous triggers (LaChapelle and Atwater, 1961). The best time
to see the weak layers responsible for these events may be before they are buried
(LaChapelle and Atwater, 1961). If this opportunity is missed, then the weak layer must
be observed in a snowpit, or the meteorological conditions during weak layer formation
may be useful to provide evidence of its strength or weakness.
Forest Service case histories from USFS snow rangers were used to describe
seasons that had deeply buried weak layers, which eventually caused climax avalanche
hazard. Three seasons (two at Alta, Utah and one at Squaw Valley, California) were
described storm by storm from the USFS records (LaChapelle and Atwater, 1961). One
season at Alta and one at Squaw Valley were characterized by a buried ice crust. The
third season, at Alta beginning in the fall of 1959, was characterized by a buried layer of
depth hoar. This layer produced erratic patterns of avalanche hazard, and then culminated
with an extraordinary single climax avalanche (LaChapelle and Atwater, 1961). The
snowfall in November and December of 1959 barely sufficed as a base for skiing.
Snowfall in late December produced highly sensitive slabs on the depth hoar. Storms
accompanied by wind in early January produced wind slabs failing on the depth hoar.
This was followed by no significant storms until February 2-3, when a 64cm storm total
lead to fewer than expected climax avalanches. On February 8-10 an 84cm storm total
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lead to a climax avalanche that was the largest observed on that path over the preceding
twenty years (LaChapelle and Atwater, 1961).
Further notable characteristics of the 1959 depth hoar season provide insight into
forecasting and mitigating depth hoar hazard late into the season. Often, few signs of
instability (e.g., natural activity, “whumphing”, artificial activity) existed in paths that
eventually produced climax avalanches, even with repeated application of explosives,
until a critical load on the weak layer was reached (LaChapelle and Atwater, 1961). The
absence of avalanches on depth hoar on north facing slopes in February was noted. This
may suggest that more developed depth hoar on shady slopes can easily get cleared out
with early storms and mitigation. Shady slopes hold more snow early season, so the first
layers of depth hoar are preserved there while they are often destroyed on sunny slopes
(Bradley, 1970). In addition, shady slopes typically harbor a cooler snow surface that is
conducive to a stronger temperature gradient. This creates weaker layers of depth hoar
that fail early while depth hoar on other aspects withstands the overburden pressure and
begins a balancing act between strength and weakness (Bradley, 1970). The depth hoar
layer at Alta in 1959 was noted to produce activity primarily on shaded slopes, while the
ice-crusts in other seasons produced activity on all aspects (LaChapelle and Atwater,
1961). Furthermore, boot packing in three slide paths proved to be successful, as no
avalanche activity was observed on the depth hoar in these paths. LaChapelle and
Atwater (1961) plainly state, “Early-season depth hoar in a shallow snow cover is a
danger sign which cannot be ignored.”
Bradley and Bowles (1967) and Bradley (1970) studied deep climax slab
avalanches that failed on basal depth hoar layers. They described a cyclical strengthening
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and weakening of the weak layer through the season and attributed it to the balance
between weakening from constructive metamorphism and strengthening from
consolidation due to overburden pressures. These processes are primarily a result of
loading from precipitation and strong temperature gradients through the snowpack during
the months preceding climax slab avalanche activity. Depth hoar on north facing and
more shaded slopes failed mostly in January, while depth hoar on sunny south facing
slopes failed in March and April (Bradley, 1970).
Fitzharris and Schaerer (1980) analyzed climatological factors related to major
avalanche winters affecting a stretch of the Canadian Pacific Railway across Roger’s Pass
in Canada. They used three avalanche summaries for each winter: number of avalanches
to hit the railway, total estimated mass of those avalanches, and total length of railway
covered by those avalanches. There was a weak correlation between these daily
avalanche summaries and peaks in winter snowfall. Two common climatological patterns
associated with major avalanche winters were identified. The first was characterized by a
strong zonal flow, frequent storms, rapid temperature changes, and sustained snowfall.
The other climatological pattern associated with major avalanche winters was
characterized by a strong meridional flow, a sustained thermal regime that rapidly broke
down or changed to a different regime, unusually extreme temperatures, and sustained
intense presence of Arctic air that was followed by a major storm with temperatures
rapidly rising to above 0°C and heavy precipitation. These major avalanche winters are
more typical of those that have catastrophic climax slab avalanches on basal weak layers
(i.e., the topic of this thesis), while the former type of major avalanche winter typically
has many frequent, but small magnitude, avalanches (Fitzharris and Schaerer, 1980).
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Jamieson et al. (2001) studied weather and snowpack factors associated with the
release of avalanches on old deeply buried layers of facets that formed on crusts during
two winters in the Columbia Mountains of western Canada. They found avalanches on
these old buried facets to be associated with precipitation over several days preceding the
avalanche, air temperature changes over 4-5 days, a shear frame stability index (Perla,
1970), and a large hardness difference between the slab and weak layer. A positive
change in air temperature over the preceding 4-5 days showed a strong correlation with
the avalanche activity on the facet layer. This suggests that warming and temperature
effects play a role in the release of deep slab avalanches (Jamieson et al., 2001). The
meteorological conditions during the formation of the facet layer were summarized from
both the North Columbia Mountains, where the layer was well developed and produced
many avalanches, and the South Columbia Mountains, where no activity was observed on
this layer. Summaries of temperature, snow depth, and rain were used to convey the
difference in meteorological conditions (i.e., temperature gradient based on air
temperature, snow depth, and liquid water content) that allowed for the contrast in
behavior of the facet layer between the two regions (Jamieson et al., 2001). This work is
supportive of the use of meteorological summaries during weak layer formation to
represent the characteristics of a weak layer later in the season.
A study by Savage (2006) examined avalanches with crown depths greater than
1.2m at Big Sky, Montana. Correlations with these avalanches were stronger for
precipitation over the preceding three to five days than for precipitation over the
preceding 12-36 hours (Savage, 2006). Weak interfaces were mostly thin facet layers.
Depth hoar was not an associated weak layer in this dataset because avalanches on depth
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hoar frequently slide earlier in the season with slab depths less than 0.8m (Savage, 2006).
In addition to weak correlations with 12-36 hour preceding precipitation, 38% of these
deep avalanches were on days without new snow and 82% that occurred with new snow
were on days with less than 10cm of new snow. This is likely due to the fact that large
avalanches are often triggered after strong winds at Big Sky. Furthermore, most deep
avalanches were triggered with explosives, and the author notes the majority of explosive
triggers were relatively small (1kg) hand charges (Savage, 2006). The small size of
explosives suggests that the snowpack is near critical instability without a trigger, and
reflects the high spatial variability of the snowpack at Big Sky. This supports
observations by LaChapelle and Atwater (1961) that suggest the snowpack is near critical
instability and requires just a trigger to initiate a deep slab.
Comey and McCollister (2008) also note explosives as the most common trigger
for slab avalanches with crown depths deeper than 1.18m (4 feet), in a database from
Jackson Hole ski area and the Bridger-Teton National Forest Avalanche Center in
Wyoming. Explosives are often regarded as the ultimate stability test for deep slab
avalanche hazard, and snowpits are seldom used to assess deep slab hazard at Big Sky,
Montana due to the vast spatial variability that results from the interaction of the climate
and complex terrain (Savage, 2006).
Large avalanches on one avalanche path in Switzerland were analyzed, primarily
to determine the critical snow loads associated with these events and the ratio of the
return period of the critical snow load to the return period of large avalanches (Schweizer
et al., 2009). Thirty-four large events were identified, twelve of which reached the road in
the runout of the avalanche path. Meteorological variables preceding the events were
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compared between the 22 events that did not hit the road and the 12 events that did, and
between the 34 days with large avalanches and 1,541 days without large avalanches. The
variables and trends having the strongest association with the 34 large avalanches were:
substantial snow loading, snow depth deeper than the terrain roughness, a slight increase
in air temperature, and a snowpack with a weak base (Schweizer et al., 2009). A weak
base existed for almost all avalanches that hit the road, but was also present for many of
the other large avalanches, so it had weak discriminating power (p=0.111, U-test)
between avalanches that reached the road and those that didn’t. Alternatively, a change in
snow depth over three days preceding the event had strong discriminating power
(p=.0008, U-test) between large slides that did and didn’t hit the road (Schweizer et al.,
2009). The return period of the critical snow depth to initiate a large avalanche was found
to be 2-5 times more frequent than the return period of a large avalanche in six additional
paths, which leads to high (78-97%) false alarm ratios when using only critical snow
depth to forecast large events (Schweizer et al., 2009).
Tracz (2012) used a record of 45,718 days with avalanches in western Canada to
compare the characteristics of avalanches that failed on a persistent weak layer that was
buried for more than three weeks, and had a crown depth greater than the 80th percentile
of crown depths in the region, with other avalanche types across different regions (Tracz,
2012). A different database, which did not contain information on weak layer age, was
used to examine weather conditions that preceded naturally triggered (i.e., snowfall,
wind, or temperature) avalanches with crown depths greater than 0.8m (Tracz, 2012).
Only avalanches with a natural trigger were used in an attempt to strengthen the
association with particular preceding weather patterns (Tracz, 2012). Precipitation
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amounts were the best discriminator between days with these avalanches and days
without these avalanches. However, the time period over which these amounts were
significant varied regionally (Tracz, 2012). Preceding changes in air temperature and
number of hours the air temperature was above freezing were also found to have a strong
association with natural avalanches deeper than 0.8m in some regions. Tracz (2012)
emphasizes the importance of rate dependent antecedent variables as many previous
studies have suggested rapid changes to have a destabilizing effect on the snowpack (e.g.,
Jamieson et al., 2001).
Conlan et al. (2014) made snowpack observations and summarized preceding
weather conditions at 41 “hard-to-forecast” avalanches in Western Canada. These were
defined as avalanches that failed on a persistent weak layer, at some point (typically
greater than one week) after the initial cycle of avalanches on that weak layer (Conlan et
al., 2014). They found “hard-to-forecast” avalanches failing on depth hoar and facets to
occur later after their burial date than those failing on surface hoar. Precipitation and
positive temperature changes were shown to have a strong correlation with “hard-toforecast” avalanches. However, precipitation amounts prior to “hard-to-forecast”
avalanches were not much more than amounts accompanying storms that did not produce
these avalanches. Warming prior to “hard-to-forecast” persistent avalanches was
suggested to be associated with most snowstorms in the region (Conlan et al., 2014).
Despite strong correlations between these avalanches and preceding precipitation and
temperature change (Tracz, 2012; Conlan et al., 2014), a high false alarm ratio makes
prediction of these avalanches difficult when using only these variables (Tracz, 2012). A
more thorough multivariate approach is suggested to forecast deep slab avalanches
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(Conlan et al., 2014). Separating early and late season events (Tracz, 2012), weak layer
types, types of trigger, and regions are suggested to improve results for forecasting deep
slab avalanches (Conlan et al., 2014).
This thesis focuses on deep slabs that failed on deep persistent weak layers, late in
the season (February, March, or April), in one mountain range (Bridger Mountains,
southwest Montana) over the course of recorded history (44 seasons). In addition to these
more refined study characteristics, meteorological conditions during the time of weak
layer formation (i.e., November, December, January) are analyzed in conjunction with
weather directly preceding (1-7 days) deep slab avalanches.
2.4 Applied Avalanche Forecasting
Avalanche forecasting involves the prediction of the physical state of the snow
cover with respect to stability. Snow cover instability, with regard to a specific triggering
level, is what is actually forecast because instability leads to avalanches (McClung,
2002a). Applied avalanche forecasting (avalanche forecasting) requires the evaluation
and prediction of snow cover instability followed by decisions that affect lives and
property (McClung, 2002b). Therefore, avalanche forecasting is an analysis of risk,
where risk is the probability of death or property loss. The goal is to use available
information to obtain a perception of the distribution of instability throughout the snow
cover that is as close to reality as possible (McClung, 2002a).
An avalanche forecast does not result instantly from the input of variables into a
fixed formula. It is the result of continuous evaluation of data integrated over time. There
are typically not explicit rules or steps to follow to forecast avalanches, but it is an
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inherently inductive process that follows the scientific method (LaChapelle, 1980). Data
are collected and hypotheses are formed about the state of the snow cover, and then they
are confirmed and revised based on continuing conditions until a representation of snow
cover stability is achieved with low uncertainty (LaChapelle, 1980). Information used to
test hypotheses about instability is diverse. Avalanche forecasts consider data on weather,
snow structure, avalanche occurrence, trigger type, climate and weather history, among
many other data. All information becomes a part of the forecast regardless of its apparent
significance (LaChapelle, 1980). Information that implies instability with low uncertainty
(low entropy) is most valuable for achieving the goal of avalanche forecasting
(LaChapelle, 1980; McClung, 2002a).
LaChapelle (1980, 1985) defines three categories of data: 1) meteorological data
measured near the snow surface (i.e., snowfall amounts, wind speed and direction,
temperature), 2) snow-cover structure data that indicate instability, and 3) snow
mechanical data that reveal instability due to an applied load (McClung, 2002b). These
categories are listed in decreasing order of informational entropy or potential information.
Informational entropy essentially represents a relative level of uncertainty. It can also be
viewed as potential information, or the amount of possible outcomes that didn’t happen
(LaChapelle, 1980). For example, meteorological data have many variables that could be
interpreted to imply a variety of outcomes, while snow mechanics data (as viewed in this
context) mostly refers to direct observations of snow stability or instability (e.g.,
avalanche occurrence, fracture propagation, and weak layer-slab structure), many of
which represent binary outcomes of either stable or unstable (LaChapelle, 1980;
McClung 2002b).
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Information with high entropy can be transformed to minimize entropy, and
essentially focus the data on the question: is the snow stable or unstable? Observing that
the current temperature is 3°C or that the wind direction is northeast is not as easily
interpreted as whether the temperature is above or below freezing, or whether the wind
direction is or isn’t increasing loading in starting zones (LaChapelle, 1980). Both high
and low entropy information are useful in different forecasting settings and at different
scales. An office-based forecast for a large region will rely more on high entropy data,
and cope with the uncertainty through more data processing and iterative analyses. A
field worker concerned with a smaller forecast area may rely more on low entropy
information, which provides information on instability with less uncertainty (LaChapelle,
1980).
Iterative processes like season long re-evaluation minimize uncertainty
(LaChapelle, 1980). LaChapelle (1980) states that redundancy in information minimizes
uncertainty, and McClung (2002a) elaborates that redundant information may improve
confidence in a forecast, but won’t necessarily improve accuracy. However, an average
of several independent assessments, or pieces of information, may improve the accuracy
of a forecast (LaChapelle, 1980; McClung, 2002a).
McClung (2002b) describes two types of information that are necessary to
forecast avalanches. The above three categories of data, which have informational
entropy, are one type of information, referred to as singular information. Singular
information, or data, is specific to the present and future situation. The other type of
information is distributional data, which represent the general outcomes of situations in
the past that are similar to the current situation. Distributional data represent a
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forecaster’s experience with terrain and avalanches. It may include integrated rules of
thumb that are acquired through experience, and statistical models created with
computers that compare similar situations from the past (McClung, 2002b).
Singular data are essentially required for an avalanche forecast, while
distributional data may be extremely limited (non-existent) for persons with minimal (no)
experience (McClung, 2002b). Avalanche forecasting has been described using Bayes
Theorem (LaChapelle, 1980; McClung, 2002b), where the Bayes Rule is:
Posterior Probability ! Prior Probability x Likelihood,
where singular data make up part of the Likelihood and distributional data are the Prior
Probability. The Posterior Probability is the situation in question and later becomes a part
of the Prior Probability (McClung, 2002b). A forecaster must consider the current state of
the snow instability before making decisions about activity in avalanche terrain. Without
singular data only the Prior Probability is available, which can lead to error and
inaccuracy. Furthermore, a lack of distributional data can lead to bias. It is essential to
objectively combine both types of data (singular and distributional) for avalanche
forecasting (McClung, 2002b).
Human factors and perceptions introduce further uncertainty into avalanche
forecasting (McClung 2002a). Personality traits are a function of life experiences and
affect one’s risk propensity, which defines the limits of acceptable risk for an individual.
A decision is successful if the outcome falls within the boundaries of acceptable risk. An
inaccurate avalanche forecast can lead to two types of error. Type I error occurs when an
outcome falls above the acceptable level of risk. This error implies that an accident
occurred because the snow was unstable when it was believed to be stable. Type II error
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occurs when an outcome is below the lower limit of risk. This typically implies an
excessively conservative decision was made that led to a lack of action (i.e., not opening
ski terrain or transportation routes, or not ending avalanche warnings) after snow became
stable. Individual and operational goals define the limits of acceptable risk. Acceptable
limits of risk are determined by assessing the cost of either type of error. The cost for
exceeding the upper limit (type I error) is injury, death, or property loss. Exceeding the
lower limit (type II error) may result in lost revenue from closed transportation corridors
or ski terrain, loss of credibility due to overly conservative warnings, or missed
opportunities and feelings of underachievement (McClung, 2002a).
Human perceptions are improved and positively affected by targeted education
and experience, and they are negatively affected by human bias that asserts prejudice and
affects objective reasoning. The influence of bias can be dependent on the level of
instability. In situations with obvious instability (i.e., widespread avalanche activity) bias
has little effect on the clear decision to avoid avalanche terrain, since observation and
reality closely match. It is in situations with moderate or considerable stability that bias
can overshadow objective assessments of information, and bridge perception with reality
through prejudice interpolation (McClung, 2002a). These situations are accompanied by
much greater relative uncertainty.
The goal of an avalanche forecast is to predict the state of the snow cover, in
regards to instability, with as little uncertainty as possible. Avalanche forecasting is
essentially an analysis of risk, as it requires assessment of the snow cover instability in
regards to the potential loss of life or property. The acceptable level of risk for an
avalanche forecast varies depending on personal or operational goals. These desires will
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add bias to an assessment of instability and can greatly contribute to the level of
uncertainty in both positive and negative ways. An avalanche forecast is achieved by
integrating weather and snowpack observations (singular data) with training and
experience (distributional data). Higher entropy singular data typically requires more
experience and some transformation, or processing, to interpret. However, high entropy
data can be powerful and reduce uncertainty in a forecast when it is properly used. This
thesis uses statistical tools combined with snow and meteorological observations to
model the relationships between deep slab avalanches and summaries of meteorological
observations prior to these avalanches. The results will help forecasters reduce
uncertainty by suggesting useful summaries of raw meteorological data as a piece of an
avalanche forecast.
2.5 Statistical Avalanche Forecasting
Statistical models relating meteorological data to avalanche activity have been
developed to aid avalanche forecasters for over 40 years (Judson and Erickson, 1973;
Hendrikx et al., 2014). A variety of statistical methods have been used (Table 3), which
include univariate analysis (Perla, 1970; Jones and Jamieson, 2001), discriminant
analysis (Bois et al., 1975; Bovis, 1977), linear regression (Floyer and McClung, 2003),
binomial logistic regression (Romig, 2004), principal components analysis (Föhn et al.,
1977), cluster analysis (Föhn et al., 1977; Obled and Good, 1980; McClung and Tweedy,
1994), nearest neighbors (Buser, 1983; Schweizer and Föhn, 1996; McCollister et al.,
2003), classification trees (Davis et al., 1999; Hendrikx et al., 2005), and random forests
(Guy and Birkeland, 2013). Models that result from these typically provide 70-85%
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correct prediction of avalanche activity in the area where the data used to fit the model
was derived (Table 3). This thesis uses univariate analysis, classification trees, and
random forests to find meteorological factors associated with deep slab avalanches on
persistent weak layers. Previous applications of these methods to avalanche forecasting
are reviewed in detail in this section and are summarized in Table 3. Many of these
applications focus on the explanation of factors that contribute to avalanches, while some
are used to forecast avalanches using the input of new data.
2.5.1 Univariate and Multivariate Analysis
Univariate techniques were used on 20 years of avalanche data at Alta, Utah to
test variables that were related to Atwater’s (1954) ten contributory factors (Table 1) to
avalanche hazard (Perla, 1970). Avalanche hazard, derived from the sum of all
avalanches size 3, 4, or 5 that ran during or directly following a storm, was plotted
against contributing factors for all storms on record. Each scatterplot was divided into
four or five equal intervals on the x-axis. A probability of a hazard three or greater and
probability of a hazard ten or greater were plotted in each interval. An increase in
probability with an increase in a given factor was considered a first order contributor, and
a substantial oscillation in probability with increase in a given factor was considered a
second order contributor. Avalanche hazard was found to vary substantially with
precipitation and wind direction, and marginally with temperature change. Maximum
precipitation intensity was strongly related to avalanche hazard, supporting the
importance of rate dependent variables on avalanche initiation (Perla, 1970). Wind speed
and snow settlement had little effect on avalanche hazard (Perla, 1970).
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Judson and Erickson (1973) used a similar approach with data from 23 avalanche
paths in the Front Range of Colorado. Their univariate scatterplot analysis provided a
storm index that correlated well with the number of avalanches (r=0.86) on the 23 paths.
The storm index was derived from the sum of maximum precipitation intensity multiplied
by a constant for excessive wind speed (Judson and Erickson, 1973). Other results of the
univariate analysis were used to isolate 13 factors to be used in a multivariate
discriminant function analysis on each of 10 paths. A discriminant function analysis
finds the linear combination of variables that best separates two pre-defined groups. In
this case, it was used to find the linear combination of meteorological variables that best
discriminate between periods with stable snow and periods with un-stable snow, which
were based on whether or not a path was active with control efforts during a storm
(Judson and Erickson, 1973). Storms were considered to begin after 12 hours of
consecutive precipitation and were over after 18-hours without precipitation. Three
variables that were derived from maximum precipitation intensity, wind speed and
direction, and temperature were used to develop discriminant functions for each path. The
results of testing these functions in a forecasting mode (new data) were not published.
However, the discriminant functions correctly classified 70-80% of the training data
(Judson and Erickson, 1973).
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Table 3 Characteristics and findings from previous studies that have applied statistical methods for avalanche forecasting and research.
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Bois et al. (1975) mention that the large number of days without avalanches in
most datasets violates assumptions of normality in many traditional statistical analyses.
For example, response variables in regression analyses are often a count or sum of
avalanche sizes, so using all days in a season makes for a relatively large number of days
with a zero value. Judson and Erickson (1973) reduced the number of non-avalanche days
by only considering days during storms. A variety of other approaches have been used to
address the statistical problem of having too many days without avalanches (Table 3).
Bois et al. (1975) used meteorological data and avalanche records from Davos,
Switzerland in a discriminant analysis to determine meteorological conditions that best
distinguish between days with dry avalanches, days with wet avalanches, and days
without any avalanches. Days without avalanches were randomly selected so that there
was an equal number of days without avalanches and days with avalanches in each
month. Only natural avalanches were considered because artificial control was not
systematically implemented. New snow, temperature, and wind variables were the best
variables to separate dry avalanche and non-avalanche days. Temperature, radiation, and
previous avalanche activity were found to be the variables that best separated wet
avalanche days from non-avalanche days (Bois et al., 1975).
Discriminant analysis was used to find meteorological and snowpack variables
that distinguish between avalanche and non-avalanche days on 150 paths in the San Juan
Mountains of Colorado (Bovis, 1977). Days with dry and wet avalanches were treated in
separate discriminant analyses due to the difference in factors that contribute to their
formation. A random sample of days without avalanches was chosen equal to the number
of days with avalanches. Variables were integrated from two, three, and five days prior to
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an event day. Dry snow avalanche days were best separated from non-avalanche days by
six-hour maximum precipitation intensity over 24 hours preceding the event day.
Integrating meteorological variables from three days prior to an event day was found to
best discriminate between avalanche and non-avalanche days. Total snow water
equivalent over a three-day period was secondary to the six-hour maximum precipitation
intensity (Bovis, 1977). Avalanche days were stratified by the magnitude and number of
events. There was high misclassification (18-53%) when all avalanche days were used,
which generally improved with stratification. This suggests that factors that contribute to
days with one or a few small slides differ from those that contribute to days that have an
avalanche “cycle” (Bovis, 1977). The best separation was found between non-avalanche
days and days with avalanches greater than or equal to size three. This separation was
defined by wind redistribution when there were high precipitation totals over preceding
days. Wet avalanches were better separated from non-avalanche days than dry avalanches
were. Average and maximum two-hour air temperature over two, three, or five days was
the best discriminator for wet avalanche days, followed by three and five day
precipitation totals. Stratifying wet slabs by quantity and magnitude reduced
misclassifications. Ultimately, prediction was found to improve with stratification of
avalanche days by type and magnitude (Bovis, 1977).
Statistical methods were evaluated alongside conventional forecasting methods
(subjective analysis of avalanche and weather variables) using a record of avalanches and
meteorological data from Davos, Switzerland (Föhn et al., 1977). Principal components
analysis and a stepwise variable selection process based on Wilk’s criterion were used
with popular meteorological variables (similar to those used in previously described
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studies) in one method, and were used with regional-scale meteorological variables (e.g.,
700mb height) in another method. A dynamic cluster analysis was performed as well,
which attempts to stratify avalanche days into groups based on within group similarities
of meteorological conditions. They found the conventional method, the principal
components analysis using common meteorological variables, and the cluster analysis to
perform similarly well, with 70-80% of days classified well. The other statistical methods
performed relatively poor (Föhn et al., 1977).
Obled and Good (1980) evaluated three statistical methods for forecasting
avalanches using meteorological and avalanche records from Davos, Switzerland. They
used only days with natural avalanche activity as avalanche days because there was no
systematic avalanche control performed in the region. Data was stratified into two
samples defined by the periods January to February and March to April. Stratification by
avalanche type, number, and magnitude (e.g., Bovis, 1977) was not considered due to
uncertainties that result from under-observation (Obled and Good, 1980). The first
method was a discriminant analysis between avalanche and non-avalanche days in each
time period. They chose every fifth day that did not have avalanche activity to comprise
the population of days without avalanches. They found more new snow and lower air
temperatures were associated with avalanche days in January and February. In March and
April warm sunny days were associated with avalanche activity while warm snowy days
were associated with no avalanche activity. The latter suggests that using only avalanche
and non-avalanche day groups is insufficient even though previous studies have found
similar conclusions using more stratification (Obled and Good, 1980).
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The second analysis performed by Obled and Good (1980) was a cluster analysis
that separated avalanche days into three or four groups of different combinations of
meteorological conditions. Non-avalanche days were then assigned to one of the groups,
which results in similar days that are either avalanche or non-avalanche days. A
discriminant function was applied to each group in an attempt to separate avalanche and
non-avalanche days within each group. A nearest neighbors approach was used in the
third statistical method. More detail on this is given in section 2.5.2, below. The first
method, using discriminant analysis, was considered to be robust and have similar
performance to the other two methods. The cluster analysis and nearest neighbors
methods provided additional interpretive information to forecasters, but could be
improved through larger sample sizes (Obled and Good, 1980).
Floyer and McClung (2003) used ANOVA and canonical discriminant analysis
(CDA) to find significant weather and snowpack variables that were later used in
discriminant functions for forecasting avalanche days on Bear Pass in British Columbia,
Canada. They defined four areas of similar terrain based on aspect, size, and elevation,
and then compared discriminant functions for these individual areas to functions for the
whole pass in order to test if discrimination between non-avalanche days and avalanche
days was better for homogenous areas. A number of non-avalanche days equal to the
number of avalanche days were selected randomly, and a random sample of 35% of all
days was withheld from the dataset for model testing (Floyer and McClung, 2003).
Variables that were found to be significant and used for forecasting avalanche days were
new precipitation, current temperature, snow depth, foot penetration, and current
temperature trend. The discriminant function created from these variables had an overall
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classification rate of 72% on the dataset that was initially withheld from the analysis.
This was slightly below the classification rate (75%) on the dataset that was used to
create the discriminant function (Floyer and McClung, 2003). Discriminant functions for
the four individual areas had similar variables as the function for the entire area, with a
few differences. Current temperature trend was not used, minimum temperature replaced
current temperature for one area, and two areas used new snow board depth.
Classification rates for these functions were higher than the rates for the entire area in
three of the four individual areas. Overall classification rates for the four individual areas
ranged from 70-79% (Floyer and McClung, 2003).
2.5.2 Nearest Neighbors Analysis
Nearest neighbors analysis finds a specified number of days that are the most
similar to a given day and calculates an avalanche probability from the proportion of
similar days that had avalanches.
A nearest neighbors approach was used on the same data as Obled and Good
(1980) by comparing a given avalanche day to the ten most meteorologically similar
days, and deriving a probability from the number of those days that had avalanches
(Buser, 1983). Meteorological variables were weighted differently if the user felt the
resulting similar days were different than the actual situation. For avalanche days tested
with the nearest neighbors approach by Buser (1983), avalanches on similar days (found
using nearest neighbors) were on similar aspects and elevations and from similar triggers
as the avalanches on the day being tested. The largest limitation of this approach was
when non-avalanche days could not be distinguished from days when avalanches
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occurred without being observed or occurred one or two days prior to the day that they
were recorded (Buser, 1983). This approach allows users to examine similar days
individually, which allows them to directly compare them with the actual situation. This
is beneficial because forecasters are often more familiar with actual situations than with
probabilities (Buser, 1983). Furthermore, nearest neighbors models allow those with
sufficient understanding of avalanches, but minimal local experience, to quickly gain
knowledge of local patterns (McCollister et al., 2003).
Avalanche control workers used the nearest neighbor model (Buser, 1983)
operationally over two seasons in the area that it was developed (Buser, 1989). Workers
still relied on their experience and expertise, but found the model useful to provide more
detail about a familiar situation. Although the proportion of nearest neighbor days having
avalanches could often be low (e.g., 10%-40%), the detailed record allowed workers to
see how days with avalanches could be more or less similar to today’s situation (Buser,
1989). The model was regarded to give information or prompt workers to examine
previously overlooked areas. In examples of specific avalanche days, nearest neighbor
days often contained days with avalanches on similar aspects and from similar triggers
(Buser, 1989).
McCollister et al. (2003) used nearest neighbors at Jackson Hole Mountain Resort
in Wyoming to create avalanche probabilities for a range of new snowfall, wind
direction, and wind speed. Probability distributions were derived for the entire ski area,
individual avalanche paths, groups of nearby paths, and paths that were grouped by
aspect and elevation. Higher amounts of new snowfall increased avalanche probabilities
for the ski area, all groups, and individual paths. However, probabilities increased with
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wind speed in some paths while it decreased in other paths. Probabilities increased
slightly with wind speed over the entire ski area and groups of paths. This displays the
variability of the effect of wind speed at the individual path scale, while these effects are
essentially averaged out over larger areas (McCollister et al., 2003).
Avalanche probabilities were derived from discriminant functions, Bayesian
statistics, cluster analysis, and nearest neighbors on Kootenay Pass in British Columbia
(McClung and Tweedy, 1994). They used these techniques to separate days without
avalanches, days with dry avalanches, days with moist-wet avalanches, days with dry
avalanches with an avalanche activity index (AAI ) > 3 or >10, and days with moist-wet
avalanches with an AAI > 3 or >10. They had 70-88% correct classifications across all
groups (McClung and Tweedy, 1994).
Schweizer and Föhn (1996) used an expert system approach to improve the
performance of a nearest neighbor model. An expert system essentially simulates the
expert’s decision-making process by using stepwise rules defined by experts. They
developed a nearest neighbor model (DAVOS) that used 13 derived and measured
weather and snow-cover parameters to provide a degree of hazard and location (i.e.,
elevation and aspect). They also developed the MODUL model, which gives the degree
of hazard from a series of rule-based decisions (Schweizer and Föhn, 1996). Model
performance was based on the model correctly classifying the degree of hazard as defined
by an expert’s verified degree of hazard (i.e., degree of hazard determined in hindsight).
Different versions of the DAVOS model achieved an average performance of 60% (4275%), and the MODUL model achieved a performance of 73%. The addition of an expert
system process, as well as more snow-cover parameters, improved the model
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performance. Although snow-cover parameters are known to be an important factor in
determining avalanche hazard, they had seldom been used in prior statistical forecasting
models (Schweizer and Föhn, 1996). A slightly different nearest neighbors model (NEXMOD by Meister, 1991), which is based off the model used in Buser (1989), had a
performance of 38-47% over the same three years that DAVOS and MODUL were tested
(Schweizer and Föhn, 1996).
2.5.3 Classification Trees
Classification trees have been applied more recently for statistical avalanche
forecasting (e.g., Davis et al., 1999; Hendrikx et al., 2014) because they are essentially
non-parametric and largely insensitive to underlying distributions of data (Breiman et al.,
1993). Furthermore, they are useful for both prediction and explanation, and they are
often more clear and understandable than other statistical methods (Davis et al., 1999;
Hendrikx et al., 2005). Classification trees split a dataset into increasingly homogenous
groups of observations, in this case either events or non-events, based on a threshold
value of explanatory variables. Homogenous groups have all observations of one type.
Non-homogenous groups can be further divided using threshold values of other
explanatory variables (Breiman et al., 1993).
Davis et al. (1999) used classification trees and regression trees to explore
associations between 31 conventional and derived meteorological and snow-cover
variables and days that had dry avalanches with any type of trigger at Alta, Utah and
Mammoth Mountain, California. They used classification trees to assess the importance
of variables in distinguishing between avalanche days and non-avalanche days, or
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between maximum relative size (R-size) classes for a given day. Regression trees were
used to assess the importance of variables in determining the sum of avalanche sizes on a
given day (Davis et al., 1999). They used over fit trees in an attempt to explain the
underlying structure of the data rather than for prediction, which would ideally be done
using a pruned tree (Davis et al., 1999). They limited their over-fit trees to 100 or less
splits. Probabilities of correct classification from over fit trees for a given response
variable ranged from 0.14 (maximum R-size 5 at Mammoth) to 0.98 (avalanche day at
Mammoth). The probability of correct classification of an avalanche day at Alta was
0.97, and the probability of correct classification of maximum size ranged from 0.14 to
0.95 at Mammoth and 0.70 to 0.94 at Alta. Regression trees for the sum of sizes had an
R2 of 0.84 for Alta and 0.88 for Mammoth. Probabilities of correct classification would
be lower in pruned trees being used for prediction (Davis et al., 1999).
The importance of explanatory variables was determined from their ability to
reduce misclassification accuracy when used as primary or surrogate splitting decisions
(Davis et al., 1999). Similar to previous studies, lagged variables of snowfall depth and
SWE (i.e., 2 and 3 day total snowfall or SWE) ranked highest in importance. A derived
wind drift parameter (i.e., the product of average wind speed to the fourth power and total
snowfall) over 2 and 3 days showed the highest importance of any derived variable in
reducing misclassifications, and had scores slightly below lagged SWE and snowfall
when considering all conventional and derived variables. Furthermore, starting snow
depth of the year was the most important of between year and between storm variables,
followed by accumulated vapor pressure difference (Davis et al., 1999).
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Jones and Jamieson (2001) assessed the relative importance of 16 measured and
14 derived meteorological variables, and two previous avalanche activity variables for
forecasting the daily maximum size of skier triggered dry slab avalanches at a helicopter
skiing operation in British Columbia. They used boxplots and spearman rank correlations
to find variables that were strongly correlated with maximum avalanche size. A
classification tree was fit that ceased splitting when there were five or less observations in
a group. Days with data available from 1990-1998 were used to create the tree, and those
from 1998-2000 were used to validate the tree. The response variable for the trees
consisted of three categories to define a day. These were days without avalanches, days
with maximum destructive size (D-size) less than 1.5, and days with maximum D-size
greater than 1.5. The classification tree had an overall correct classification of 57% on the
data used to fit the tree. The overall correct classification on the data withheld for testing
was 37%, with only 26% of non-avalanche days correctly classified. A tree was fit to the
entire dataset (including all years from 1990-2000), and had an overall correct
classification of 81%, with 77% of non-avalanche days correctly predicted and 96% of
avalanche days correctly classified. The tree with the entire dataset did not have any
avalanche days predicted as non-avalanche days (Jones and Jamieson, 2001).
Meteorological variables found to have the strongest association with skier-triggered dry
slab avalanches included previous avalanche activity, new snow or precipitation, height
of snowpack, days since December 1st, relative humidity, and barometric pressure.
Change in barometric pressure since the previous day was the highest ranked predictor in
the classification tree, followed by height of snowpack (Jones and Jamieson, 2001).
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Schweizer and Jamieson (2003) compared snowpack properties from stable snow
profiles to properties of unstable snow profiles in Canada and Switzerland. Unstable
profiles were collected adjacent to slopes that had a skier-triggered avalanche, and stable
profiles were from slopes that had been skied without an avalanche being triggered. They
used the Mann-Whitney U-test to compare the distributions of each individual variable in
stable and unstable profiles. Discriminate analysis and classification trees were used to
explore which snowpack properties could best classify or discriminate between stable and
unstable profiles. Rutschblock score was found to best separate between stable and
unstable profiles in both multivariate analyses (Schweizer and Jamieson, 2003). The
discriminate analysis had an overall correct classification of 68% (based on the
jackknifed procedure where one observation is removed and replaced one at a time). The
discriminate analysis had a classification score of 64% when rutschblock score was
removed. The classification tree (using a minimum splitting criteria of at least a 0.02
proportion reduction in error) correctly classified the data used to fit the tree 78% of the
time, and 74% of the time without using the rutschblock score (Schweizer and Jamieson,
2003).
Hendrikx et al. (2005) used pruned classification trees to predict avalanche days
versus non-avalanche days on the Milford Road in New Zealand. They defined avalanche
days as days with a maximum avalanche size class > 2.5, or sum of size classes > 10.
They generated an equal number of non-avalanche days by selecting an equal number of
days without avalanches as days that had natural avalanches in each year. In addition to
this set of days, they included all (47) days that had avalanches but did not meet the
criteria for being an avalanche day, as non-avalanche days. This resulted in 148
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avalanche days and 195 non-avalanche days. They used both wet and dry avalanches
from both natural and artificial triggers between May 30th and December 20th. An over-fit
classification tree was created using 48 meteorological variables to split data into
increasingly homogenous groups of avalanche days or non-avalanche days (Hendrikx et
al., 2005). They used a 10-fold cross validation technique (Breiman et al., 1993) to prune
the over-fit tree to the optimal size for prediction.
The tree that resulted from the cross validation had five splits. The first split was
made on a 72-hour wind drift parameter similar to the one used by Davis et al. (1999)
(i.e., the product of total snowfall and average wind speed to the fourth power), and
which also accounted for air temperature. The following splits (in order of importance)
were made on average 72-hour wind speed, average 12-hour air pressure, maximum 72hour air temperature, and average 72-hour snow depth (Hendrikx et al., 2005). This tree
gave an overall classification accuracy of 85% with a probability of detection (POD) of
79%. The 21% of incorrectly predicted (false negative) avalanche days may be more
significant for operational forecasting purposes, so a misclassification cost was
introduced to prune to a tree that reduced false negatives. The misclassification cost
essentially penalizes trees more for false negatives than for false positives. The resulting
tree, with adjusted misclassification costs, contained only the first two splits of the
previous tree. The overall accuracy of this tree was lower at 78%, but had a POD of 86%,
therefore lowering false negatives to 14% at the expense of increasing false positives
(Hendrikx et al., 2005). The trade of higher overall accuracy for a more conservative
prediction may be beneficial to operational forecasting, while the larger tree (without
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misclassification costs) provides more insight about the underlying processes (Hendrikx
et al., 2005).
Schweizer et al. (2009) used classification trees to examine the predictive ability
of seven snow variables, a temperature change variable, and a binary variable for
existence of a weak base to forecast large avalanches on one path in Davos, Switzerland.
They considered 34 large avalanches that occurred on the path over 58 years. Daily
meteorological values were used from all days over the 58 years that had new snowfall
greater than or equal to 10cm with the exception of days immediately following large
avalanches (Schweizer et al., 2009). This resulted in 1,541 days without avalanches that
met these criteria. Classification trees were used to find splits on individual, and
combinations of, variables that were found to be significantly different between two
categories based on a Mann-Whitney U-test (Schweizer et al., 2009). They optimized
splits to separate three binary categories: 1) days with large avalanches and days without
avalanches, 2) days with large avalanches hitting the road and days without avalanches,
and 3) days with large avalanches hitting the road and days with large avalanches not
hitting the road. Predictive performance was partially described using unweighted
average accuracy (RPC) (the average of the probability of detecting events (POD) and the
probability of detecting non-events (PON)), the POD, and the FAR (proportion of days
classified with large avalanches that did not actually have avalanches). Trees used to
discriminate between days with large avalanches and days without avalanches reached an
RPC of 77%. This was using a tree with splits on new snow over the preceding five days
and snow depth. The POD for this tree was 68% and the FAR was 90%. The trees used to
split days with avalanches hitting the road and days without avalanches had a slightly
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better forecasting ability, with higher RPCs (77%-89%). However, the POD ranged from
67%-100% with FAR increasing with POD (78%-97%). For example, the highest POD
was 100% with an FAR of 97% and RPC of 88%, and the lowest FAR was 78% with a
POD of 67% and RPC of 82% (Schweizer et al., 2009).
Baggi and Schweizer (2009) used a classification tree for exploratory analysis of
meteorological and snowpack variables related to wet slab avalanche activity in Dischma,
Switzerland. They used seven of 36 variables that were significantly different between
wet slab avalanche days and non-avalanche days (based on Mann-Whitney U-test) as
inputs for classification trees. There were 31 non-avalanche days and 27 wet slab
avalanche days from 20 years of data that were used to train the trees. Non-avalanche
days were randomly chosen with the goal of having an equal number of non-avalanche
days as avalanche days in any month. A tree that was not cross-validated had an accuracy
of 88%, and a 10-fold cross validated tree had an accuracy of 71%. The variables shown
to be most prominent from the cross validation were days since the snowpack reached
isothermal state, index of capillary barriers, and the three day sum of positive air
temperatures (Baggi and Schweizer, 2009).
A classification tree was trained and used to forecast days with wet slab and glide
avalanche activity along Going-to-the-Sun-Road (GTSR) in Glacier National Park, USA
(Peitzsch et al., 2012). There were 88 days from 8 years of data (2003-2010) having at
least one wet slab or glide avalanche that were used to train the classification tree, and 11
days in 2011 that were used to test the tree for prediction. Meteorological variables that
were significantly different between avalanche and non-avalanche days in a univariate
analysis (Wilcoxon rank sum test) were used for input into a classification tree. A similar
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approach to Hendrikx et al. (2005) was used where an over-fit tree was created and then
pruned to a statistically defendable size for prediction using 10-fold cross validation
(Peitzsch et al., 2012). Cases with missing values for meteorological variables had
missing values estimated with the mean of that variable in order for incomplete cases not
to be removed from the classification tree. A number of non-avalanche days were chosen
that was equal to the number of avalanche days in each month. The final tree used for
prediction split avalanche days from non-avalanche days using maximum daily air
temperature, mean daily air temperature, and then the change in snow depth over five
days. The percent of correctly classified cases was 73% with a POD for avalanche days
of 69%. When used for days outside the training period (i.e., the 2011 season), the tree
correctly classified 10 of the 11 days that had avalanches and misclassified 13 nonavalanche days as avalanche days. The number of non-avalanche days in 2011 was
reduced to equal the number of avalanche days in each month of the 2011 season. Only 3
of these were misclassified as avalanche days, resulting in 82% correctly predicted days
and a POD of 91% for the 2011 season (Peitzsch et al., 2012).
Hendrikx et al. (2014) used cross-validated classification trees (e.g., Hendrikx et
al., 2005; Peitzsch et al., 2012) to predict avalanche days on the Seward Highway in
Alaska. Trees were trained from 28 years (1983-2011) of meteorological and avalanche
data. They used 30 derived and accumulated (i.e., 24, 48, and 72 hour) temperature,
snow, and wind parameters to train trees that distinguished between avalanche and nonavalanche days. Avalanche days were defined as days that had at least one avalanche run
90% or more of its path length, where 100% of the path length is the highway. Nonavalanche days were chosen so there were an equal number of avalanche days as non-
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avalanche days in each month and year. Days that were chosen as non-avalanche days
and had extensive activity, but did not meet the criteria for an avalanche day, were
removed. There were 394 non-avalanche days and 559 avalanche days. A second tree
was trained using higher misclassification costs for false negative than for false positives,
similar to Hendrikx et al. (2005). Both trees’ predictive ability were assessed using the
initial training data and their “true predictive ability was assessed using them in hindcast
mode (with observed meteorological data as input) for the 2011-12 season, and in
hindcast and a 24-hour forecast mode (using observed data and forecasted 24-hour data
as input) for the 2012-13 season (Hendrikx et al., 2014).
The tree with equal misclassification costs used the 72-hour sum of water, the 24hour high temperature, and the 72-hour high temperature. It had an RPC of 72%, POD of
77%, and a FAR of 24%. The tree with unequal misclassification costs used the 72-hour
sum of water and the 24-hour average high temperature. It had a RPC of 64%, POD of
94%, and a FAR of 33%. For the tests of “true” predictability using data from 2011-12
and 2012-13, the tree with equal costs had RPCs ranging from 62-72%, POD ranging
from 46-61%, and FARs from 62-67%. The tree with unequal costs had RPCs that ranged
from 58-61%, PODs from 73-100%, and FARs from 77-83% (Hendrikx et al., 2014). The
model here did not improve with the use of unequal misclassifications costs, unlike in
Hendrikx et al. (2005). Using forecasted 24-hour metrics instead of observed (hindcasted)
metrics did not greatly affect the strength of the model. Overall, the model performed
well in the 2012-13 season (POD of 61% and RPC of 67%), but performed more poorly
in the 2011-12 season (POD of 46% and RPC of 62%). Using the trees to predict days not
used in the training dataset resulted in much larger FARs than those obtained from the
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training data. This is also seen in Schweizer et al. (2009), and it is partly attributable to
the larger number of non-avalanche days that occur when used operationally, as opposed
to the equal number of days in the training data (Hendrikx et al., 2014). Forecasters
regard the trees as most useful for forecasting events that have a higher uncertainty of
occurrence (i.e., avalanches that occur some days after the main (obvious) storm or
cycle), and found the concurrence of both trees on a non-avalanche day to help identify
the end of a cycle (Hendrikx et al., 2014).
2.5.4 Random Forests
Random forests have been regarded as a more robust method to assess
explanatory variables’ predictive power and importance (Breiman, 2001). The random
forest method iteratively grows classification trees while successively withholding (with
replacement) random variables and subsets of data. This method gives a more accurate
measure of predictive model performance at the expense of interpretability.
Guy and Birkeland (2013) used random forests to explore the importance of
specific terrain parameters for predicting the location of potential trigger locations in
steep couloirs. They used an overall success rate and true skill statistic (TSS) to quantify
model performance of their random forests. The TSS is a measure of the model’s ability
to differentiate between events and non-events, where a value of 1 indicates the model
can correctly identify all outcomes, a value of zero indicates that the model cannot
differentiate between events and non-events, and a value of -1 means that all outcomes
are incorrectly classified. They had success rates from 62-80% and TSS from 0.17-0.38
when using random forests (Guy and Birkeland, 2013).
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This thesis will use random forests, classification trees, and univariate analysis to
examine the association between meteorological metrics and avalanches that fail on
deeply buried persistent weak layers (see section 3.4.4). A univariate analysis (Wilcoxon
rank-sum test) will be performed to see which individual meteorological metrics are
different between days with and days without, and seasons with and seasons without,
deep slabs on persistent weak layers. Random forests and both over-fit and crossvalidated classification trees will be trained that use meteorological metrics to split days
with from days without deep slabs on persistent weak layers, as well as to split seasons
with and seasons without this type of avalanche.
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3. METHODS
3.1 Study Area
Deep slab avalanches that failed on persistent weak layers late in the season
(February 1st or later) were studied at Bridger Bowl ski area. Bridger Bowl is located in
southwest Montana, 24 km northeast of the town of Bozeman in the Bridger Mountains
(Fig. 5). The ski area is on the east side of a north-south oriented ridgeline. Sixty percent
of the ski area is avalanche terrain as classified by slope angle (greater than 30°), with
elevations between 2075m and 2677m, and aspect ranging from North to East to South
with an average aspect of 98° (ESE). Avalanche starting zones at Bridger Bowl are
primarily between 2400m and 2677m. Much of the higher angle terrain is steep, rocky,
and unable to retain snow, so there are very few starting zones steeper than 45°.
The Bridger Mountains are made up of steeply dipping (60-80° NE) beds of
sedimentary rocks that have been modified by Quaternary erosional processes (Skipp et
al., 1999). Glaciers, landslides, and streams are responsible for shaping the steep cirques
and valleys of Bridger Bowl. The general stratigraphy near Bridger Bowl is comprised of
Mississippian limestones overlain by (bottom to top) Permian and Pennsylvanian
sedimentary rocks, Jurassic sedimentary rocks, and Cretaceous sandstones and shales
(McMannis, 1955). These layers of rock, which were once deposited horizontally, have
been tilted to a nearly vertical orientation during various tectonic events (Skipp et al.,
1999). The more resistant limestone layers make up the crest of the ridge and the steep,
high elevation, terrain inside Bridger Bowl, while the more erosive sandstone and shale
comprise the lower angle foothills on the east side of the range (Skipp et al., 1999).
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Figure 5. Location of Bridger Bowl ski area.
Bridger Bowl exhibits a seasonal intermountain climate with occasional winters
showing continental or coastal climate conditions (Mock and Birkeland, 2000). The
intermountain climate is distinguished from a coastal or coastal-transition climate by
colder temperatures and less liquid precipitation. It is distinguished from continental
climates by higher snowfall, warmer temperatures, and average temperature gradients
above the threshold for constructive metamorphism (i.e., -10°C/m) in December (Mock
and Birkeland, 2000).
Despite average December temperature gradients not meeting the threshold for
constructive metamorphism, depth hoar is a common occurrence at the base of the
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snowpack. Some years do have stronger temperature gradients, and frequent dry clear
nights allow for outgoing longwave radiation to cool the snow surface and create a
temperature gradient through the snowpack that is conducive to depth hoar formation.
Furthermore, temperature gradients conducive to depth hoar formation may occur earlier
than December, in October or November. Additionally, the snowpack structure at Bridger
Bowl is dependent on the artificial alteration due to avalanche mitigation and frequent
skier traffic.
Management of skier traffic in avalanche terrain has varied throughout Bridger
Bowl’s history. There has been an overall increase in skier visits since the mid 1980s
(Fig. 6), but a more significant effect on the snowpack is the evolution of avalanche
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Figure 6. Annual average daily skier visits at Bridger Bowl since 1985.
majority of avalanche terrain at Bridger Bowl they have traditionally been required to
carry an avalanche transceiver, shovel, and ski with a partner, in addition to hiking 500
vertical feet to the ridgeline. Recently, the Schlasman’s chairlift was installed, which
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provides lift access to mostly avalanche terrain and drops skiers off within a shorter
distance from avalanche terrain that was previously harder to access. Skiers are now
required to have only an avalanche transceiver in order to hike into avalanche terrain or
ski terrain off the Schlasman’s lift. In addition to easier and more widespread access to
avalanche terrain, there has been an increased interest in riding in avalanche terrain
driven by improvement in equipment and people’s ability. These changes are important
to consider, as the traffic patterns in avalanche starting zones will alter the snowpack
structure and stability independently of weather. Skier visit data is available, but it is not
sufficient to gauge the amount or location of travel in avalanche terrain. Therefore, it
must be recognized that there has likely been an increase in skier compaction in
avalanche terrain over time, which will affect the results of this study and limit the
extrapolation of results to other areas.
Avalanche control methods at Bridger Bowl have evolved to include more
reliance on the increase in skier traffic (Fig. 6) to help stabilize the snowpack. Avalanche
terrain was traditionally mitigated using a fleet of 75mm recoilless rifles in combination
with hand-deployed explosives. The use of the 75mm recoilless rifles became less and
less desirable until the last shot was fired in the spring of 2008. The next year, the
Schlasman’s lift was installed, which provided effective access to use hand-deployed
explosives on all avalanche terrain that required mitigation. This evolution has led to
more timely and thorough avalanche mitigation, which allows for more skier traffic and
theoretically quicker, more widespread stabilization of the snowpack.
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3.2 Datasets
In this thesis we explore a case study of avalanches that fail on deeply buried
persistent weak layers during the 2011-2012 season, and we perform a statistical analysis
of meteorological metrics associated with these types of avalanches throughout recorded
history (1968-2013) at Bridger Bowl. Meteorological data and avalanche control records
were used for both the case study and the historical analysis. Bridger Bowl ski patrol has
been recording weather and avalanche observations since 1968. Records of both exist
from all seasons except for avalanche control records from the 1995-96 season, and
weather records prior to February 1968. Due to the absence of these records, the analysis
begins with the 1968-69 season, and the 1995-96 season is excluded. This yields a total
of 44 seasons with meteorological and avalanche data that is sufficient for analysis
between the 1968-69 and 2012-13 seasons. The duration of each season is considered to
be from November to April, with the exact start and end date varying.
Avalanche and meteorological observations at Bridger Bowl followed the
standard of the West Wide Avalanche Network (WWAN). Funding from the U.S.
National Forest Service was cut from the WWAN program in 1995 (Williams, 1994), but
recording standards have essentially remained the same. Recently, standards for
recording meteorological and avalanche observations have evolved towards those set
forth by Greene et al. (2010).
3.2.1 Meteorological Observations
Meteorological observations are recorded daily by ski patrol at the Alpine weather
station (2286m) (Fig. 7). Of notable mention is the fact that snowfall increases with
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Figure 7. Locations of Alpine and Bozeman 12 NE COOP weather stations, and areas
with avalanche starting zones at Bridger Bowl.
elevation and significant differences in storm totals are often observed between starting
zones (~2550m) and the weather station (2286m), and temperature is typically lower in
higher elevation starting zones. Meteorological observations were traditionally taken at
0800 hours, but were switched to 1600 hours in 2001. Snow depth, new snowfall, new
snow water equivalent (SWE), and minimum and maximum temperature over a 24-hour
period are included in the daily records (Table 4). These values were used to derive the
metrics (section 3.4.3) used in this study that are believed to be associated with the
formation and initiation of deep slabs on persistent weak layers. Precipitation and
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temperature data were recorded in inches and Fahrenheit, respectively. Values were
converted to metric (millimeters, centimeters and centigrade) before any analysis was
performed.
Table 4 Meteorological observations from the Alpine weather station that are recorded
daily by ski patrol at Bridger Bowl.
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Meteorological data was missing from the months of November, December, and
January in multiple years between 1968 and 1983 (Table 5). Meteorological data
available through the Western Regional Climate Center (http://www.wrcc.dri.edu) were
used from the nearby Bozeman 12 NE (COOP) weather station (Fig. 7) to estimate
missing values at the Alpine weather station. Statistical relationships between the two
stations were used to estimate values on days without measurements at the Alpine station
from measured values at the COOP station. The dataset for the COOP station extends
from June 1950 to December 1995. These data include snow depth, maximum
temperature, minimum temperature, daily new SWE, and daily new snowfall. Data exist
from both the Alpine and COOP stations for November, December, January, February,
and March, from February 1968 to December 1995 with the exception of those months
listed as absent in Table 5. Snow depth, maximum temperature, and minimum
temperature from days that had data measured at both stations (Table 6) were used to find
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statistical relationships between the two stations, and these relationships were used to
estimate missing values at the Alpine station. Statistical methods used for this imputation
are described in section 3.3.
Table 5 List of months that are missing from meteorological records at the Alpine
weather station (N=November, D=December, J=January). Meteorological values in these
months were estimated using statistical relationships between the Alpine and COOP
weather stations.
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Table 6 Descriptive statistics for measured meteorological metrics at the Alpine weather
station (2286m) and the COOP weather station (1813m). Summarized from all days that
have a measurement from both stations.
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3.2.2 Avalanche Records
Historical avalanche records were used to identify deep slab avalanches that failed
on persistent weak layers. All artificial and naturally triggered avalanches that occur
within the boundaries of Bridger Bowl are recorded by ski patrol. Large avalanches that
occur adjacent to the ski area are recorded, though not as thoroughly. Avalanche
characteristics that are recorded with most observations and that are used in this study
include: date, path name, type of trigger, avalanche type, relative size, crown depth, and
layers involved (i.e., bed surface). The general guidelines used to record avalanche
observations can be found in Greene et al. (2010). Some of these standards have changed
since the termination of WWAN in 1995, so discrepancies in these data exist across
years. Discrepancies that appear in the data due to changes in standards over the years,
and how they were addressed in this thesis, are discussed below.
Recording standards for type of trigger, avalanche type, and relative size have few
discrepancies as these have gone relatively unchanged (Greene et al., 2010). Crown depth
is the average depth of the avalanche crown, which is the vertical face of the slab that
remains intact with the slope at the top of an avalanche (Fig. 3). Crown depth was
recorded in feet until the 1998-99 season, when observers began recording it in inches.
All crown depths prior to the 1999-2000 season were multiplied by twelve in order to
have all crown depths listed in inches. Observations during the 1998-99 season appeared
to have some crown depths recorded in inches and some recorded in feet. Therefore,
records from this season were examined closely to ensure that observations already
recorded in inches were not converted.
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Layers involved in an avalanche, also referred to as “avalanche bed surface” by
Greene et al. (2010), has been recorded using a variety of codes over the years. The
current standard (Greene et al., 2010) was not implemented until 2013 at Bridger Bowl,
and therefore does not appear in the records used for this study. The avalanche records at
Bridger Bowl contain a field for bed surface and a field for layers involved. Neither one
of these fields has been recorded with every observation, so both were examined in detail
to determine the layers involved in avalanches. These fields were important, in
combination with crown depth, to define avalanches that failed on persistent weak layers
since specific weak layer types are not noted in avalanche records. In the bed surface
field, avalanches that ran on the ground were recorded with a “G”, and avalanches that
involved other layers were recorded with “O”. In the layers field, “G” is also used for
avalanches that ran on the ground, an “A” is used for an avalanche that involved only
new snow, and “B” is used for an avalanche that involved old snow layers.
3.2.3 Snowpack Observations
Snowpack observations are not part of the data that is regularly recorded by the
Bridger Bowl ski patrol. Therefore, weak layer types of historical avalanches are seldom
known, so recorded avalanche characteristics were used to find avalanches that failed on
deeply buried persistent weak layers for the historical data analysis. However, snowpack
observations were recorded during the 2011-2012 season by the author, ski patrol, and
the GNFAC. These observations will be used to support a case study from the 2011-2012
season.
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Snowpack observations were collected during the 2011-2012 season in areas that
were considered to have snowpack and terrain characteristics similar to avalanche
starting zones within and adjacent to the ski area. These areas were revisited until the
depth hoar layer appeared to be disturbed and no longer representative of less disturbed
and likely weaker areas. Observers recorded stability test results, snowpack observations
for each layer, and site characteristics (Greene et al., 2010). Temperature profiles were
taken in the spring as the snow became isothermal. Average hardness of the slab was
derived by averaging the hardness, weighted by thickness, of each layer above the weak
layer. A stability index was created, which is based on whether the weak layer propagated
during any extended column test (ECT) in that snowpit. Snowpits that had a propagating
ECT were considered unstable and those that did not have a propagating ECT were
considered stable.
3.3 Imputations for Missing Meteorological Data
Constructive metamorphism and the formation of persistent weak layers deep in
the snowpack typically occur in November, December, and January when the snow is
shallow and air temperatures are cold. Meteorological data at Bridger Bowl are absent for
many of these months between 1968 and 1983 (Table 5), so missing values were
estimated for these months using statistical relationships between weather observations at
the Alpine weather station and the Bozeman 12 NE (COOP) weather station (Fig. 7).
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3.3.1 Imputation Methods
3.3.1.1 Temperature and Snow Depth Estimates

Minimum temperature,

maximum temperature, and snow depth at the Alpine station were estimated based on
their statistical relationship with the same variables measured at the COOP station.
Relationships between variables were first explored graphically, and through fitting
ordinary least squares (OLS) linear regression models and exploring plots of model
residuals. Generalized additive models (GAMs) were used to attempt to fix any problems
with linearity, normality, or heterogeneity in the OLS model residuals. GAMs were also
used to explore models with different intercepts and relationships to the explanatory
variable for individual months. Temporal correlation and trends were modeled using a
smoothing function of the response variable over time. Models were fit that contained
linear and smoother terms for explanatory variables, smoother terms for explanatory
variables in individual months, terms for a different intercept for each month, and a
temporal smoothing term (Zuur et al., 2006) using the “gam” function from the mgcv
package in R statistical software (R Core Team, 2013). Smoothing functions are used to
address issues of non-linear relationships. They are essentially a combination of different
regression functions for each interval of a specified width along the x-axis. Polynomial
(cubic) regressions are also used to create smoothing terms (Zuur et al., 2006 p. 38).
A subset of the data that included only the months of November, December, and
January was used to model the three variables since we were only interested in estimating
missing values in these months. Models were fit using a forward selection approach.
First, the relationship between the variable being modeled at the Alpine station and the
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same variable at the COOP station was modeled using both an OLS linear model and a
GAM with a smoothing function for the explanatory variable. The more adequate of these
was chosen based on having the lowest AIC scores (Zuur et al., 2006) and model
residuals that better met assumptions. Next, temporal smoothing terms, terms used to
create different intercepts for each month, and terms that allow smoothing functions for
the explanatory variable in individual months, were added one by one. Lower AIC scores,
improved R2, model residuals more closely meeting assumptions, response v. fitted
values being closer to a 1:1 relationship, and lower generalized cross validation (GCV)
scores (Clark, 2013) were considered as strong evidence to suggest the inclusion of the
added term. GCV scores are calculated using a leave one out cross validation process,
and can be considered as a similar estimate to a mean square prediction error (Clark,
2013). In addition to these criteria, p-values from ANOVA F-tests were considered as
strong evidence to include model terms. P-values in these types of models are only
approximate, and should not be used with a strict cut off (Clark, 2013; Zuur et al., 2006).
Therefore, p-values were only considered as strong evidence for inclusion of a term if
they were very low (lower than 0.01).
3.3.1.2 Snow Depth Estimate Corrections

A correction was applied to the

estimated snow depth values in each season in order to ensure continuity in accumulation
trends. This correction was based on the difference between each season’s last estimated
snow depth value and its first measured snow depth value. The approximate difference
between each season’s first measured snow depth and the sum of the last modeled snow
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depth plus the first observed measured 24-hour snowfall was added to all modeled snow
depth values for that season. This can be written as:
HSx(estimated) = HSx(modeled) + HSi+1(measured) – (HSi(modeled) +
HNi+1(measured)),
where HS is snow depth, i is the last day of estimated values in season x, and HN is 24 hr
snowfall. For example, in the 1977 season the last modeled value was approximately
15cm less than the first measured value at Alpine and there was no measured new snow
on the first day of observation at Alpine. Therefore, 15cm was added to all modeled
values for that season (Fig. 8). In 1980 there was approximately no difference between
the first measured snow depth at Alpine and the last modeled snow depth. However, there
was 20cm of new snow measured on the first observed day at Alpine, so 20cm was
subtracted from all modeled values for that season (Fig. 8).
3.3.1.3 New Snowfall and Snow Water Equivalent Estimates

New snowfall and

snow water equivalent amounts graphically showed weak evidence of a linear
relationship between the two stations (Fig. 9). Therefore, missing values for new snowfall
at Alpine were estimated using positive daily changes in estimated snow depth rather
than a statistical relationship with the COOP station’s new snowfall values. Snow water
equivalent was estimated by multiplying the estimated new snowfall amount by a new
snow density that was estimated from maximum temperature based on an OLS regression
equation fit from historical values. Historical density values were calculated as %H2O
using historical measured new snowfall heights and new SWE in the equation:
% H20 = HN/SWE,
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Figure 8. Time series plots of modeled Alpine meteorological values and measured
values from both stations, shown for two seasons (1977-78 and 1980-81) before and after
applying a correction to modeled values.
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Figure 9. Plots of new snowfall and new snow water equivalent (SWE) at the Bridger
Bowl (BB) weather station versus those metrics at the COOP weather station.
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3.3.2 Imputation Results
All three variables (maximum temperature, minimum temperature, and snow
depth) show generally strong linear relationships with their respective variables at the
other weather station (Fig. 10). There is some graphical evidence to suggest different
ranges of values and different relationships in different months for temperature variables,
and strong graphical evidence for different intercepts and relationships in different
months for snow depth (Fig. 10). Therefore, terms were tested that may represent the
various possible different relationships. A smoothing term for the explanatory variable
was shown to be more adequate than a linear term for all three variables, based on lower
AIC scores (Table 7) and residuals more closely meeting assumptions of normality and
linearity for the model with the smoothing term (Appendix A). A term to include separate
intercepts for each month was shown to be significant for all three variables based on
strong evidence from ANOVA F-tests, lowered AIC scores, lower GCV scores, and
improved R2 when the monthly intercept term (factor(month)) was added to the model
(Table 7). A temporal smoothing function (s(time)) was also shown to be significant in
explaining a portion of the variance of all three variables based on strong evidence from
the same criteria as above when added to the model (Table 7).
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Figure 10. Plots of temperature and snow depth variables at Bridger Bowl (BB) versus
the COOP station.
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Table 7 AIC scores and ANOVA test results from model selection for temperature and
snow depth from both datasets. Blank cells in the middle columns indicate unobtainable
or not applicable test results. Blank cells in the AIC, GCV, or R2 column indicate that
row is an ANOVA test on a different term in the above model.
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3.3.2.1 Maximum Temperature

Adding a separate smoothing function for the

month of December was shown to be significant in the model for maximum temperature
based on a low p-value from the ANOVA F-test, improved R2, lower AIC, and a large
estimated degrees of freedom (edf) for the smoothing term (Table 7). The edf for a
smoothing term is an estimate of the smoothers wiggliness (Zuur et al., 2006). An edf
close to one indicates a linear relationship. There was also strong evidence to include a
smoothing term for January based on lower AIC and improved R2. However, the p-value
is not as small and is less convincing than that for the December smoothing term. There
was a lack of evidence to include a smoothing function for November or January after
including a smoothing function for December (Table 7). Therefore, the most adequate
model for maximum temperature was chosen as:
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BBmaxT = s(NmaxT) + s(time) + factor(month) + s(NmaxT, month=December),
where BBmaxT is the maximum temperature at the Alpine weather station, NmaxT is the
maximum temperature at the COOP station, s(time) is a temporal smoothing function,
factor(month) is a term to include a separate intercept for each month, and s(NmaxT,
month=December) is a term to include a smoothing function for maximum temperature in
December. Residuals from this model show improvement in normality and linearity over
those from the model with only one linear or smoothing term (Appendix A). These
residuals and the improved R2 and GCV scores over simpler models support the
adequacy of this model for estimating maximum temperature at the Alpine weather
station.
3.3.2.2 Minimum Temperature

There is strong evidence to include separate

smoothing functions for the months of November, December, and January in the model
for minimum temperature if a smoothing function is only included for one or two of those
months (Table 7). The model with a smoothing function for January and December has
the lowest AIC score making it the choice as the most adequate model for minimum
temperature from the November-January dataset. The full form of this model is:
BBminT = s(NminT) + s(time) + factor(month) + s(NminT, month=December) +
s(NminT, month=January),
Which uses similar notation as above models.
3.3.2.3 Snow Depth

The most adequate model for snow depth based on AIC

scores, GCV scores, and lowest R2 was:
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BBhs = s(Nhs) + s(time) + factor(month) + s(Nhs, month=November) + s(Nhs,
month=January).
However, the ANOVA test for the November smoothing term failed to provide a result,
and neither of the November or January smoothing terms are significant before the other
one is added. The January term has a relatively large p-value before accounting for other
monthly smoothing terms, and the November term has no ANOVA result and an edf of
1.5, which indicates little need for a non-linear term, before adding other monthly
smoothing terms. Therefore, a model without any monthly smoothing terms was used to
estimate snow depth, in the form of:
BBhs = s(Nhs) + s(time) + factor(month).
Estimated values from this model were graphed against measured values from both
weather stations for each season (e.g., Fig. 8), and a correction was applied to each
seasons estimated values as described above (Table 8).
The mean estimated snow depth at the Alpine weather station was 100.0cm with
an associated 95% confidence interval from 95.2cm to 104.9cm. The maximum estimated
snow depth was 229.9cm with an associated 95% confidence interval from 215.0cm to
229.9cm. The Minimum estimated snow depth was 0.4cm with an associated 95%
confidence interval from -9.5cm to 10.4cm. The range of confidence intervals for
estimated snow depth ranged from +/- 9.7cm to +/-19.9cm.
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Table 8 Corrections applied to estimated snow depth values, and which months had
values estimated in each season at the Alpine weather station.
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3.3.2.4 New Snowfall and Snow Water Equivalent Twenty-four hour snowfall
amounts were estimated from positive changes in modeled snow depth. A relationship
between measured maximum temperature and %H20 was used to estimate new snow
density, which was multiplied by the estimated new snowfall amount to estimate new
SWE.
The linear fit between maximum 24-hour temperature and %H20 improved with a
natural log transformation on the response (Fig. 11). The equation found through OLS
regression, and used to estimate SWE, was:
Log(%H2O) = -2.628091 + 0.041439*Tmax,
with temperature in degrees Celsius.
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Figure 11. Relationship between new snow density and maximum temperature. A natural
logarithmic transformation of density was used to fit an OLS linear regression with
maximum temperature (right).
The equation for percent water of new snow provides a new snow density of 72
kg/m3 when the maximum temperature is 0°C. This is similar to the average (80 kg/m3)
and median (66 kg/m3) density of recorded new snowfall at Bridger Bowl before 1995
(Table 9). This is also the same as the lower end of average new snow density values
recorded by Judson and Doesken (1999) at six sites in Colorado and Wyoming over four
years (Table 9). LaChapelle (1962) also found similar average new snow density values
at areas with similar climates (intermountain-continental) as Bridger Bowl (Table 9).
The average maximum temperature on days with new snow at Bridger Bowl was -2.7°C.
At this temperature the equation gives a new snow density of 65 kg/m3. This is similar to
the median new snow density (66 kg/m3) recorded at Bridger Bowl before 1995 as well
as mean and median new snow density values reported in similar climates (Table 9). The
similarity of estimated new snow density values to previously observed new snow density
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values supports the use of the equation found in this thesis to estimate missing new SWE
values at Bridger Bowl.
Table 9 Summary of snow density recorded at Bridger Bowl before 1995, at six sites in
Colorado and Wyoming (Judson and Doesken, 1999), and at one site in five different
states (LaChapelle, 1962). The range of means and medians is shown for the Colorado
and Wyoming sites studied by Judson and Doesken (1999).
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3.3.3 Imputation Conclusion
Statistical relationships of observed meteorological metrics were found between
the Bridger Bowl and COOP weather stations. These relationships were then used to
estimate missing values for these metrics at Bridger Bowl in the months of November,
December, and January from 1968-1983 (Table 5). The estimated and observed values at
Bridger Bowl were then used to derive meteorological metrics that may be associated
with deep slab avalanches on persistent weak layers.
3.4 Historical Analysis of Avalanches at Bridger Bowl 1968-2013
Deep slab avalanches that failed on persistent weak layers late in the season at
Bridger Bowl were derived from historical avalanche records and correlated with
observed and estimated historical meteorological metrics. Seasons and days that had one
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or more avalanches that failed on a deep persistent weak layer in February, March, or
April were examined for associations with meteorological metrics that are believed to be
contributors to the formation and initiation of avalanches that fail on deep persistent weak
layers. Univariate analysis, classification trees (Breiman et al., 1993), and random forests
(Breiman, 2001) were used to find meteorological metrics that best discriminated
between seasons with deep slabs on persistent weak layers and seasons without deep
slabs on persistent weak layers. These methods were also used to find metrics that
discriminate between days with and days without deep slabs on persistent weak layers,
when a deep persistent weak layer was likely present.
Previous studies have used similar methods that employ classification trees to
examine differences in meteorological metrics between days with and without avalanches
(e.g., Davis et al., 1999; Hendrikx et al., 2005; Peitzsch et al., 2012). These studies
generally focus on any avalanche occurrence, or a threshold number of avalanches, on a
given day. They also primarily focus on meteorological metrics up to around seven days
prior to days with avalanche activity. This thesis examines meteorological metrics up to
seven days prior to days that had deep slabs on persistent weak layers, as well as metrics
that summarize meteorological conditions over the entire season and the early months of
the season, when basal persistent weak layers are formed.
3.4.1 Deep Slabs on Persistent Weak Layers
Weak layer type was not recorded with avalanche observations, so other
characteristics that are available in the historical records (section 3.2) were used to imply
whether or not an avalanche failed on a deeply buried persistent weak layer. All
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avalanches recorded as sliding on the ground were assumed to have failed on depth hoar,
because that is a common weak layer in avalanches that slide on the ground in this
climate. However, not all avalanches that fail on depth hoar are recorded as sliding on the
ground. This is partly due to different interpretations between observers of what “sliding
on the ground” means. Depth hoar avalanches often collapse along the upper boundary of
the thick depth hoar layer (Bradley et al., 1977), resulting in depth hoar grains below this
interface being left in place on the slope. Some consider this to mean the avalanche slid
on the depth hoar and did not slide on the ground, and therefore record it as sliding on old
layers. Others consider this type of avalanche to have slid on the ground because the
weak layer is on the ground, and record it as sliding on the ground. Another situation that
may prevent an observer from recording an avalanche that failed on depth hoar as an
avalanche on the ground would be one where a thin melt-freeze layer lies below the depth
hoar, meaning the depth hoar is not the lowest layer. Furthermore, avalanches that failed
on layers of facets near the ground would not be recorded as sliding on the ground, but
are important to consider for this study.
If avalanches after February 1st were not recorded as sliding on the ground, the
relative size, avalanche type, and crown depth were used to see if they appeared to fail on
a deep persistent weak layer. First, avalanches with R-sizes greater than or equal to two
and crown depths greater than 36 inches (0.9m) were selected. Avalanches were chosen
from this selection if they appeared larger in comparison with other events during the
same cycle, occurred without the addition of new snow, were significantly deeper than
preceding days storm totals, or involved old snow layers and had similar crown depths to
avalanches that were recorded as sliding on the ground during the same or adjacent
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cycles. Each event was examined individually to see that it met criteria suggesting that it
failed on a persistent weak layer. Avalanches that were implied to fail on a persistent
weak layer late in the season, and were not recorded as sliding to the ground, were
required to have an avalanche type of hard slab or wet slab or similar characteristics to
avalanches that were recorded as sliding on the ground during the same or adjacent cycle.
Soft slabs and wet loose avalanches were included if the layers involved, or bed surface,
was recorded as the ground. Therefore, wet loose avalanches that failed on persistent
weak layers are included in addition to all slab avalanches (i.e., wet slab, soft slab, or
hard slab) that failed on persistent weak layers. Avalanches from 2010-2013 had weak
layers known to the author, so avalanches failing on deep persistent weak layers for these
seasons were defined based on the known weak layer.
Avalanches failed on deep persistent weak layers after February 1st during 24 of
the 44 seasons studied (Table 10). There were a total of 196 events on 76 days in
February, March and April. Of these days, 50 had dry slab avalanches and 26 had wet
snow avalanches. Five seasons had only wet snow avalanches, seven seasons had only
dry slab avalanches, and the other twelve seasons had both wet and dry snow avalanches
that failed on deep persistent weak layers after February 1st.
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Table 10 Summary of the 24 seasons that had at least one avalanche failing on a deep
persistent weak layer late in the season. Seasons are defined by the year in which they
started (e.g., 1968 was from November 1968-April 1969).
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3.4.2 Days and Seasons without Deep Slabs
It is typically desirable to have an almost equal number of events as non-events
for statistical comparisons in order to avoid skewed distributions of data (Bois et al.,
1975). While a benefit of classification trees is that they are insensitive to underlying
distributions of data (Breiman et al., 1993), having an equal number of non-events during
similar times as events is beneficial to control for temporal variations in site specific
factors (e.g., climate and snowpack). Including events and non-events from similar times
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is more practical for forecasting purposes. We are interested in discriminating between
days with events and days with non-events during the time of the season when we are
forecasting deep slabs, not at the beginning of the season or during seasons without deep
persistent weak layers.
All seasons without deep slabs on persistent weak layers were compared to
seasons with deep slab on persistent weak layers. There were 24 seasons with deep slabs
on persistent weak layers and 20 seasons without deep slabs on persistent weak layers
(Table 10).
Days without deep slabs on persistent weak layers were chosen so that there were
an equal number of days without deep slabs on persistent weak layers as days with deep
slabs on persistent weak layers in each season. Days without avalanches of this type were
randomly selected from days that had avalanche control in February, March, or April, and
were before the date of the last deep slab on a persistent weak layer. These criteria allow
for assessment of the difference between meteorological metrics on days that explosive
triggers were applied to the snowpack with and without triggering deep slabs on
persistent weak layers, when a deep persistent weak layer was present and potentially
active.
3.4.3 Meteorological Metrics
Daily and seasonal meteorological metrics that are believed to be associated with
the formation and initiation of deep slabs on persistent weak layers were defined as
explanatory variables. Summaries of meteorological metrics on days prior to avalanche
activity are referred to as “daily” metrics, and summaries of meteorological metrics from
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the entire season and early months of the season are referred to as “seasonal” metrics.
Seasonal metrics were compared between seasons with and seasons without deep slabs on
persistent weak layers. Seasonal and daily metrics were compared between days with
deep slabs on persistent weak layers and days without these avalanches that still had deep
persistent weak layers present and other avalanche activity.
3.4.3.1 Daily Meteorological Metrics

Observed daily meteorological metrics

were used (Table 4) alongside metrics that summarize meteorological conditions over
several days prior to an event (Table 11), which were derived from observed metrics.
Total snowfall and SWE over 2,3,5, and 7 days was derived because cumulative load, and
delayed response to loading (up to 19 days) has been shown to be associated with deep
slabs on persistent weak layers (e.g., Jamieson et al., 2001; Savage, 2006). Maximum and
average temperatures (both maximum and minimum) over 2,3,5, and 7 days were derived
to see if magnitude or trend of prior temperature is associated with avalanche initiation on
deep persistent weak layers. The difference in air temperature (both minimum and
maximum) between the current day and previous day was used to test for an association
with large changes in temperature over 24 hours since rapid change is suggested to
contribute to avalanche initiation (Perla, 1970; Tracz, 2012).
The total degrees above zero Celsius for the minimum and maximum temperature
over 1, 2, 3, and 5 days was derived to assess the relationship between prolonged warm
(above freezing) temperatures and deep slabs on persistent weak layers. This metric was
primarily used to test for an association with triggering mechanisms related to wet
avalanches because over 50% of avalanches in this study were wet avalanches, and 33%
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of days with deep slabs on persistent weak layers had wet avalanches (Table 10).
Additionally, total positive air temperature over 1, 3, and 5 days has previously been
found to be associated with wet slab and glide avalanches (Peitszch et al., 2012). The
change in snow depth over 2, 3, 5, and 7 days was also used, primarily as an indicator of
settlement, which has also been found to be associated with wet slab and glide avalanches
(Peitzsch et al., 2012). This variable is suggested as an indicator of snowpack
consolidation and rate of water infiltration due to melting snow (Peitzsch et al., 2012).

Table 11 Daily meteorological metrics that were derived to compare conditions that
precede days with and days without deep slabs on persistent weak layers.
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Meteorological metrics that

summarize processes related to the formation and initiation of deep slabs on persistent
weak layers were derived from daily meteorological records for all 44 seasons studied.
These were used as explanatory variables in the historical analysis of deep slabs on
persistent weak layers and were summarized for the case study of the 2011-2012 season.
Seasonal meteorological metrics are summaries of temperature, daily new snowfall, daily
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new SWE, daily snow depth, and calculated daily temperature gradients (Table 12). Daily
Temperature gradients were calculated by dividing the daily minimum temperature by the
snow depth. Historical daily values for each metric were summarized for each season
over the entire season, individual months (November-March), and aggregations of the
months November and December, and November, December and January (Table 12).

Table 12 Seasonal meteorological metrics that were derived to compare conditions during
seasons with and seasons without deep slabs on persistent weak layers.
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Strong temperature gradients (>10°C/m) through the snowpack are indicative of
constructive metamorphism (Armstrong, 1985; McClung and Schaerer, 2006). Therefore,
an average, minimum, and maximum temperature gradient were derived for each season.
Each month or aggregate of months had a metric derived for average temperature
gradient as well as a metric for the proportion of days with a negative temperature
gradient greater than 10°C/m and a snow depth less than 1m. The latter metric was not
included for February or March because the proportion was virtually zero in every
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season, and deep persistent weak layers are not developed during these months. The
proportion of days with a temperature gradient strong enough for constructive
metamorphism was restricted to days with snow depths less than 1m due to attenuation of
the temperature gradient from the top of the snowpack to the bottom (e.g., Gray and
Male, 1981 p. 298; Armstrong and Brun, 2008 p. 39). The strength of the temperature
gradient, which changes due to daily fluctuations in air temperature, generally decreases
with distance from the snow surface (e.g., Bradley et al., 1977; Birkeland et al., 1998).
Therefore, depth hoar layers are not commonly affected by temperature gradient
metamorphism when the snowpack is sufficiently deep.
The calculated temperature gradient is not an exact measurement of the
temperature gradient that the depth hoar layer is subject to. Two factors contribute to this
fact. The depth of snow, as mentioned above, attenuates the air temperature, which
results in a non-linear temperature gradient through the snowpack. In addition, longwave
radiation loss can have a great effect on the snow surface temperature and is not
commonly measured (Schweizer et al., 2003; Tremper, 2008). Therefore, the calculated
temperature gradient, using air temperature, is an approximate estimate of when
constructive metamorphism may be occurring at the base of the snowpack, and is
included as an index of depth hoar formation. Metrics that summarize snow depth were
derived, in part because a shallow snowpack can have constructive metamorphism when
nighttime air temperatures are higher (i.e., weaker calculated temperature gradients) due
to outgoing longwave radiation cooling the surface (Schweizer et al., 2003; Tremper,
2008).
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The average and maximum snow depths were derived for each season and the
individual months of November, December, and January (Table 12). Snow depth on
February 1st and March 1st were the only snow depth metrics used for those months.
These were chosen over average or maximum snow depth for those months because in a
forecasting scenario the average and maximum are not known prior to avalanches that
happen in those months, which are the subject of this research.
Total, maximum, and minimum new snowfall and SWE were derived for each
season, and total new snowfall and SWE were derived for individual and aggregations of
months. Totals of new snow and new SWE were used because the addition of load affects
the development of buried persistent weak layers. Added weight can create more
avalanches that remove or alter persistent weak layers early in the season, or compaction
from overburden pressure can strengthen persistent crystals through pressure sintering
(Brown et al., 2001).
Temperatures were summarized for each season by the extreme values
(maximums and minimums) of the maximum and minimum temperature (Table 12).
These were used in anticipation of a positive correlation between colder years and a
weaker snowpack, or warmer years and deep wet slab activity on persistent weak layers.
3.4.4 Statistical Analysis Methods
The Wilcoxon rank-sum test (Ramsay and Schafer, 2002) was the univariate
analysis performed to compare all seasonal metrics between seasons with deep slabs on
persistent weak layers and seasons without deep slabs on persistent weak layers. It was
also used to compare all observed and derived daily metrics between days with and days
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without deep slabs on persistent weak layers. A p-value lower than 0.05 was considered
strong evidence that a given metric’s central tendency (i.e., mean) is different between
seasons (or days) with and seasons (or days) without deep slabs on persistent weak
layers.
Classification trees were grown and pruned through recursive partitioning using
the rpart package version 4.1.1 (Therneau et al., 2013) in R statistical software version
3.0.0 (R Core Team). All trees were grown using the Gini index to create splits that
reduce the probability of misclassification (Breiman et al., 1993). Over-fit (maximum
sized) trees were grown using the software’s default criteria to stop splitting when groups
had less than 20 observations. These trees were used as exploratory tools to discuss the
structure of meteorological data associated with deep slabs that fail on persistent weak
layers late in the season. Over-fit trees have been applied for exploratory purposes as the
structure of the maximum tree may reflect existing relationships between physical
processes (Davis et al., 1999). However, over-fit trees are often over optimistic and not
suited for prediction (Hendrikx et al., 2005; James et al., 2013). A large tree can contain
splits that have poor predictive power on independent samples, and lead to higher true
misclassification rates than a smaller “best” sized tree (Breiman et al., 1993). Therefore, a
traditional cross-validation pruning approach was used to find the “best” sized tree,
which would reflect more accurate measures of misclassification should the tree be used
for prediction.
Classification trees have previously been implemented for avalanche forecasting
purposes using 10-fold cross validation to find the “best” sized trees (e.g., Hendrikx et
al., 2005; Baggi and Schweizer 2009; Peitzsch et al., 2012; Hendrikx et al., 2014). This
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approach is described in detail in Breiman et al. (1993), and in regards to an avalanche
dataset in Hendrikx et al. (2005). Previous work that has used this approach for avalanche
datasets has produced trees with 71-86% overall correct classification (e.g., Baggi and
Schweizer, 2009; Hendrikx et al., 2005) (Table 3). This method grows trees of each size
from ten different random subsamples of the dataset. An average misclassification cost is
calculated for each sized tree based on the prediction of observations from a random
selection of test samples. This average misclassification cost is also referred to as the
cross-validated (CV) cost (Hendrikx et al., 2005). The “best” sized tree, according to
Breiman et al. (1993), is the least complex tree with a CV cost that does not differ
significantly from the tree with the smallest CV cost. The one standard error rule was
implemented to determine the least complex “best” sized tree (Breiman et al., 1993). This
rule states that the “best” sized tree is the smallest sized tree whose CV costs do not differ
by more than one times the standard error of the tree with the smallest CV cost (Breiman
et al., 1993; Henrikx et al., 2005).
Daily and seasonal classification trees were created with a variety of explanatory
variable datasets. Trees were created to predict three different response variables:
I.

Trees that separate seasons with deep slabs on persistent weak layers and seasons without
deep slabs on persistent weak layers. These trees were grown using three stratifications of
the seasonal variables (Table 12), which each consisted of metrics from a different time
period during the season. This allowed for trees to be fit for different forecasting
situations (i.e., at certain times of the season prior to activity), as well as trees that
summarize the characteristics of the entire season and provide general information about
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deep slabs on persistent weak layers. The three subsets of metrics for fitting seasonal
classification trees were:
1) Prior to January 1st (i.e., all seasonal metrics from November and December),
2) Prior to February 2nd (i.e., all seasonal metrics from November through January, and
February 1st snow depth), and
3) All 45 seasonal metrics (Table 12).
A dataset that was restricted to the metrics found to have significant differences in
the univariate analysis was not used as has been done previously (e.g., Judson and
Erickson, 1973; Peitzsch et al., 2012). This was due in part to the various stratifications
of response variables used, and in part to metrics potentially becoming significant after
others are used in a tree.
II.

Trees were also grown that split days with and days without deep slabs on persistent
weak layers when a deep persistent weak layer was present and avalanche control was
performed. Daily and seasonal metrics were used to make splits. Three different sets of
metrics were used to grow trees that split days with and days without deep slabs on
persistent weak layers:
1) A set of only daily metrics (tables 4 & 11),
2) A set of all daily and seasonal metrics (Table 12), and
3) A set of daily metrics that were found to have significantly different medians and
distributions between days with and days without deep slabs on persistent weak layers,
based on the Wilcoxon rank-sum test.
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III.

Trees were also fit with each of the previous three datasets to split days with deep dry
slabs on persistent weak layers, deep wet avalanches on persistent weak layers, and no
deep slabs on persistent weak layers.
Over-fit and cross-validated trees were fit for each dataset of seasons or days with
deep slabs on persistent weak layers. Model performance of the cross-validated
classification trees, and the over-fit trees, was described using measures explained by
Wilks (1995) and Doswell et al. (1990), which have also been used previously by
Schweizer et al. (2009) and Hendrikx et al. (2014). We use the unweighted average
accuracy (RPC), the true skill score (TSS), the false alarm ratio (FAR), the probability of
detection (POD), the probability of non-events (PON) and the probability of nondetection (FSR, i.e., false stable ratio). Ideal models have a low FAR and FSR, and a high
POD and PON, which would lead to a high RPC and TSS (Hendrikx et al., 2014). These
measures are defined in equations 1-6:
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where the definitions for a-d are defined in a contingency Table (Table 13).
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Table 13 Contingency table showing definitions for equations used to measure
classification tree performance.
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These measures were slightly modified to assess model performance for the trees
created to split deep slabs by type since there are three response variables in these trees.
Correctly predicted non-event days were the population of correct non-events and false
alarms were non-event days predicted as either type of event. All days that had either
deep dry slabs or deep wet avalanches, on persistent weak layers, incorrectly classified
were considered misses (Table 13). Days with either type of avalanche correctly
predicted were considered hits (Table 13).
Random forests were created using the randomForest package in R (Liaw and
Wiener, 2002) to iteratively grow 500 classification trees while successively withholding
(with replacement) random variables and subsets of data. Based on the default methods in
R, about one-third of the data is withheld from each tree, and the number of variables
withheld from each tree is the square root of the number of variables in the dataset. One
random forest was grown to predict days with deep slabs on persistent weak layers using
only daily metrics (Table 4 &11), and one random forest was grown to predict seasons
with deep slabs on persistent weak layers using only metrics prior to February 1st (Table
12). Model performance measures (eq. 1-6) for the random forest models were derived
from the estimated classification rates for the data that was withheld from fitting of each
tree, which is referred to as the “out-of-bag” sample (Breiman, 2001). Importance of each
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variable was assessed using the mean decrease in accuracy (MDA). Each variable is
individually removed from every tree in the forest, and then the MDA is calculated as the
average decrease (across all trees) in error rate for classifying the out-of-bag data, when
that variable is removed from a tree (Breiman, 2001).
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4. RESULTS
The following section presents the findings of the case study followed by the
results of the historical analysis of deep slabs on persistent weak layers. The case study
provides a detailed account of an historical season that had both dry and wet deep slabs
on a persistent weak layer. The season’s meteorological history and the conditions that
preceded days with deep slabs on a persistent weak layer provide a clear example of the
association between the meteorological metrics that are used in the historical analysis and
deep slabs on persistent weak layers.
4.1 Case Study: The 2011-2012 Season
During the 2011-2012 season, southwest Montana had many large avalanches and
days of high avalanche danger (Chabot et al., 2012). In the Bridger Mountains the most
prominent and active weak layer was a 30-55cm thick layer of depth hoar. This layer
developed during the months of November, December, and January, and persisted
through the season. Precipitation was below average between December and early
February (55% of average), but each storm consistently led to explosive and human
triggered avalanches on this layer. Higher snowfall rates and above average SWE in late
February and March produced natural avalanche activity in the backcountry on the depth
hoar layer. In late March 2012 a near isothermal snowpack, combined with a period of
above freezing temperatures and heavy snowfall, produced an historic skier and explosive
triggered full depth wet slab cycle on the depth hoar (Fig. 12). This event occurred on inbounds terrain that was closed at the time, and had previously been heavily skied and
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controlled with explosives. The following section is a review of meteorological and
snowpack factors that were associated with avalanche activity on the depth hoar layer at
Bridger Bowl during the 2011-12 season. Meteorological metrics derived from the Alpine
weather station, and snowpack observations taken throughout the ski area, are used to
discuss the factors associated with the timing of avalanche activity on the depth hoar
layer.

Figure 12. Overview of the location (black outlines), and order (1-6), of large wet slab
avalanches that failed on depth hoar on March 27th, 2012 at Bridger Bowl. Snowpack
observation sites from the 2011-12 season are denoted with letters A-G (table 14).
4.1.1 Daily Weather and Snowpack History
Snow depth at the Alpine weather station was 30cm on November 30th after
receiving 60mm of SWE (58% of monthly average) in the month of November. From
December 1st to the 29th, Alpine received just 26mm of additional SWE resulting in no
significant increase in total snow depth (Fig. 13). Average temperature for both
November and December was -3.3°C which is the historical average for November and
2.8°C above the historical average for December. Despite relatively warm temperatures,
the shallow snowpack and cold, dry, and clear nights typical of this area were enough to
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create a base of facets and depth hoar 20-30cm thick (Table 14) before the first
significant snowfall began on December 30th (Fig. 13).

Figure 13. Meteorological observations from Bridger Bowl during the 2011-2012 season.
(Top to bottom) Daily new snow water equivalent (SWE), daily minimum and maximum
temperature, and snow depth.
Total SWE for December was doubled in a single storm (from 26mm to 65mm)
between December 30th and January 1st, yet reached only 68% of the historical average
for the month of December. The snow depth at Alpine was 58cm on January 31st (Fig.
13). Average temperature during January was -3.3°C (2.8°C above monthly average),
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cold enough to allow for continued development of basal facets and depth hoar in the
shallow snowpack (Table 14). Variability in and between the various areas of snowpack
observation prevents any absolute quantification of this layer’s development. However,
observations of this layer’s development show that it generally increased in thickness and
grain size between early January and early February (Table 14).
Table 14 Snowpack observations during the 2011-2012 season at Bridger Bowl.
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Precipitation rates increased in early February and temperatures were some of the
lowest of the season (Fig. 13). Continued heavy precipitation over the last nine days of
February brought the monthly amount of SWE to 134mm (168% of the monthly
average). This trend continued between March 1st and 20th (Fig. 13). Snowpits at higher
elevations show depths up to 210cm around this time with depth hoar still at the base of
the snowpack (e.g., Location G, Table 14). While fractures were hard to initiate in
extended column tests due to the great depth of the slab, they still produced sudden clean
collapses on the depth hoar (Fig. 14).

Figure 14. ECT results plotted by depth of failure layer (0 cm is the ground) during the
2011-2012 season. Results that were unstable (i.e., propagated during an ECT test) on the
depth hoar layer are marked with dark points. Other test results (white points) include
stable results on depth hoar as well as stable and unstable results on other layers.
Average temperatures in March were 1.7°C (4.5°C above monthly average).
Minimum daily temperatures of 0°C or higher were recorded on the nights of March 9th,
14th and 17th. The first occurrence of multiple nights with above freezing minimum
temperatures at the Alpine weather station began on the night of March 20th (Fig. 13).
Between March 20th and 25th there was only one night with below freezing
temperatures, and on the night of the 26th temperatures dropped below 0°C and 38mm of
SWE fell overnight (Fig. 13).
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The exact date when the snowpack became isothermal was not documented.
However, a snowpit dug on March 17th had measured temperatures greater than -1.0°C
in the middle of the snowpack, and a snowpit dug on March 24th, nearby a path that later
produced a wet slab on the depth hoar layer on March 27th, had a temperature of -0.1°C
measured at 100cm below the surface, and slightly colder temperatures in the top 20cm
of the snowpack (snow profiles in Appendix B).
4.1.2 Avalanche Activity
Small storms in mid-December were enough to create small artificially triggered
avalanches on the depth hoar layer (Fig. 15a). Enough snow fell on December 30th and
31st to create a dense slab that resulted in large artificially triggered slab avalanches on
the depth hoar layer through January 6th despite no new snow after January 1st (Fig.
15b).
From then until February 24th, very few, if any, avalanches were observed on the
depth hoar until a skier triggered an avalanche on Saddle Peak to the south of the ski area.
Two days later, a natural avalanche ran on the depth hoar layer near this same area (Fig.
15c). Avalanches continued to occur naturally on the depth hoar in the backcountry, and a
large deep slab cycle on the morning of March 20th marked the last dry slab activity
observed in the backcountry on this layer (Fig. 3 & 15d).
Wet slabs were observed in the backcountry as early as March 23rd when a
snowmobiler triggered a slide near Ross Peak, 6.5 km north of Bridger Bowl (Fig. 15e).
Multiple wet slabs were recorded on March 26th including one spanning multiple paths
directly north of the ski area boundary, and two on slopes near the slide recently triggered
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by a snowmobiler (Fig. 15f). Numerous wet slabs were triggered in the new snow on
March 27th, and six historic wet slabs were triggered on the depth hoar layer (Fig. 12 &
15g). These avalanches were relative size four and five, and reached historically observed
maximum runout distances. One avalanche had an alpha angle of 19.5°, calculated using
elevations and distance on Google Earth. Average alpha angles for maximum avalanche
runout distances are typically between 20° and 28° (e.g., Mears, 1989; Delparte et al.,
2008).
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Figure 15. Daily SWE, temperature, and avalanche activity during the 2011-2012 season
at Bridger Bowl. Avalanche activity is plotted (top panel) by depth and whether or not it
slid on the depth hoar (red points), in bounds (circles) or out of bounds (triangles). Wet
slabs are circled. Main events described in the text are shaded and labeled a-f.
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4.1.3 Seasonal Meteorological Summary
Seasonal meteorological metrics that were believed to be associated with the
formation of avalanches that fail on depth hoar were derived for all 44 seasons. A total of
45 metrics were of interest that summarize the meteorological conditions during the time
that depth hoar forms and metamorphoses (Table 12), and may therefore be indicative of
how reactive a depth hoar layer is later in the season.
The majority (80%) of values derived for seasonal meteorological metrics in the
2011-12 season were outside the interquartile range for all 44 seasons, and ten of the 45
metrics had an extreme value (minimum or maximum) in the 2011-12 season (Table 15).
The metrics that had values greater than the interquartile range, or had their maximum
value, in the 2011-12 season were measures of temperature, maximum temperature
gradients, and counts of days with temperature gradients suitable for depth hoar
formation. Metrics with values lower than the interquartile range, or having their
minimum, in the 2011-12 season were mostly measures of snow depth, SWE, or
temperature gradients (Table 15).
While the minimum temperature gradient during the 2011-12 season was the
lowest for all seasons, the maximum temperature gradient was above the third quartile of
all seasons. The average temperature gradient for November was a minimum value, and
the average temperature gradients in December, January, and February were below the
first quartile. The average temperature gradient in March was a maximum value. The
proportions of days that had temperature gradients less than 1°C/10cm and snow depths
less than 1m were above the third quartile in all months. November had a maximum
proportion with all days meeting this criteria, and the proportion of days that met this
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criteria in all three months combined (November, December, and January) was a
maximum (Table 15).
Annual average height of snow, January height of snow, and height of snow on
February 1st were all minimums in the 2011-2012 season. Heights of snow values in
November and December, and on March 1st, were also below the first quartile. Total
snowfall was within the interquartile range for November, but was below the interquartile
range in December and January. Combined total snowfall in November, December, and
January was also below the first quartile. Total SWE was within the interquartile range
for November and December, and below the first quartile for January. Combined total
SWE in November, December, and January was below the first quartile as well. All
temperature metrics were above the third quartile with the maximum daily minimum
temperature having a maximum value in the 2011-12 season (Table 15).
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Table 15 Seasonal meteorological metrics for 2011-2012 compared to metrics for all 44
seasons. The -/+ indicates a value is below or above the first or third quartile,
respectively. A * indicates a value from 2011-2012 is a minimum (-*) or maximum (+*)
out of all seasons for that metric.
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4.2 Historical Analysis: 1968/69-2012/13
4.2.1 Univariate Analysis Results
The Wilcoxon rank-sum test indicates that 25 of the 45 seasonal metrics have
significantly different central tendencies between seasons with deep slabs on persistent
weak layers and seasons without deep slabs on persistent weak layers (Table 16).
Summaries of temperature over the entire season, metrics in the month of March, and all
but one metric in November (count of days in November with a temperature gradient
>10°C/m and snow depth <1m) did not show significant differences at the p<0.05 level.
All snow depth, new snow, and SWE summaries for the entire season, except for
maximum new snow, did show significant differences at p<0.05. Average temperature
gradient for the entire season, and in both January and February, was also significantly
different between seasons at this level. Metrics that were significantly different between
seasons for the month of December included maximum snow depth, total SWE, and total
new snow. Average snow depth, total SWE, and total new snow in January were all
significantly different between seasons with and without deep slabs on persistent weak
layers. All seasonal metrics that summarized conditions over November and December,
or over November, December and January were significantly different (Table 16).
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Table 16 Summary statistics for all seasonal metrics and results from the Wilcoxon ranksum test (p-value), used to test for a difference in central tendency between seasons with
(DS) and without (No-DS) deep slabs on persistent weak layers after February 1st.
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There were 27 daily metrics that showed significantly different central tendencies
between days with deep slabs on persistent weak layers and days without deep slabs on
persistent weak layers, when a deep persistent weak layer was present. These included
rainfall over the previous 24-hours and all temperature metrics except for the change in
maximum or minimum temperature over two days (Table 17). The daily metrics that
measure new load (i.e., New SWE or snow over 1, 2, 3, 5, or 7 days), or snow depth
change, were not significantly different at the p<0.05 level. Although, some metrics show
p-values just slightly over p=0.05, and may become significant after accounting for other
metrics in a multivariate analysis (Table 17).
4.2.2 Classification Trees for Seasons with
Deep Slabs on Persistent Weak Layers
The largest classification tree grown to split seasons with deep slabs on persistent
weak layers and seasons without deep slabs on persistent weak layers using all metrics
prior to January 1st had three splits. These splits used the following metrics: sum of new
snow in December, average temperature gradient in December, and the proportion of
days in November with a temperature gradient greater than 10°C/m and snow depth less
than 1m (Fig. 16). This tree achieved a POD of 0.96 with a FSR of 0.04, a FAR of 0.18,
and a RPC of 0.85 (Table 18). The cross-validated tree using metrics before January 1st
has one split that uses the metric for sum of new snow in December (Fig. 17). The
performance measures for this tree are lower than the over-fit tree, with a POD of 0.58, a
FSR of 0.42, and a RPC of 0.77. The FAR remains low at 0.07 (Table 18).
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Table 17 Summary statistics for all daily metrics, and results of Wilcoxon rank-sum test
(p-value), which was used to test for a difference in central tnedency between days with
(DS) and days without (No-DS) deep slabs on a persistent weak layer.
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Figure 16. Over-fit classification tree created from seasonal metrics prior to January 1st to
split seasons with (Y) and seasons without (N) deep slabs on persistent weak layers.
(Tree graphics created using the partykit package in R statistical software (Hothorn and
Zeileis, 2013)).

Table 18 Contingency table values (a-d) and performance measures for classification
trees grown to split seasons with and seasons without deep slabs on persistent weak
layers. Definitions for a,b,c, and d are given in table 13. Maximum (over-fit) and crossvalidated tree results are both shown.
Metrics used
a
to grow tree
Over-fit trees
Pre Jan. 1st
15
Pre Feb. 2nd
19
All Metrics
18
Cross-validated trees
Pre Jan. 1st
19
Pre Feb. 2nd
11
All Metrics
11

b

c

d

RPC

TSS

FAR

POD

PON

FSR

1
5
5

5
1
2

23
19
19

0.85
0.87
0.85

0.71
0.74
0.69

0.18
0.05
0.10

0.96
0.79
0.79

0.75
0.95
0.90

0.04
0.21
0.21

10
1
1

1
9
9

14
23
23

0.77
0.75
0.75

0.53
0.51
0.51

0.07
0.28
0.28

0.58
0.96
0.96

0.95
0.55
0.55

0.42
0.04
0.04
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Figure 17. Cross-validated classification tree created from seasonal metrics prior to
January 1st to split seasons with (Y) and seasons without (N) deep slabs on persistent
weak layers.
The maximum tree using all metrics prior to February 2nd has a slightly higher
RPC at 0.87 and a lower FAR at 0.05, but the POD drops to 0.79 with a FSR of 0.21
(Table 18). This tree has three splits that use the metrics: sum of SWE in November,
December and January, sum of SWE in December, and maximum snow depth in
November (Fig. 18). The cross-validated tree using metrics prior to February 2nd has one
split using the metric for sum of SWE in November, December, and January (Fig. 19).
This tree obtains a POD of 0.96, FSR of 0.04, FAR of 0.28, and RPC of 0.75 (Table 18).
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Figure 18. Over-fit classification tree using seasonal metrics prior to February 2nd to split
seasons with (Y) and seasons without (N) deep slabs on persistent weak layers.
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Figure 19. Cross-validated classification tree using all metrics prior to February 2nd to
split seasons with (Y) and seasons without (N) deep slabs on persistent weak layers. The
same tree is obtained when using metrics from the entire season.
The maximum tree using all seasonal metrics has two splits, which use the
metrics: sum of SWE in November, December and January and the average temperature
gradient in February (Fig. 20). This tree had an RPC of 0.85, POD of 0.79, FSR of 0.21,
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and FAR of 0.10 (Table 18). The cross-validated trees using metrics from the entire
season was the same as the cross-validated tree using metrics prior to February 2nd (Fig.
19).
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Figure 20. Over-fit classification tree using all seasonal metrics to split seasons with (Y)
and seasons without (N) deep slabs on persistent weak layers.
4.2.3 Classification Trees for Days with
Deep Slabs on Persistent Weak Layers
The over-fit classification tree that split days with and days without deep slabs on
persistent weak layers using only daily metrics has a primary split based on minimum
temperature over the past 24-hours (Fig. 21). The second node splits the group of
observations that have colder minimum 24-hour temperatures, based on the total SWE
over the previous five days. This creates a group of mostly avalanche days when there is
more than 4.5cm of SWE over five days. The group of days with warmer minimum 24hour temperatures were split by three-day average maximum temperature (Fig. 21). One
group created from this split consists of avalanche days, when the three-day average
maximum temperature is greater than 7.2°C. For days with a lower three-day average
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maximum temperature a split is made based on the change in snow depth over the
previous seven days. Days with more than 10cm of snow settlement over the previous
seven days had zero deep slabs on persistent weak layers. Days with less settlement, or
more load, are split up based on the height of snow, with more deep slabs on days that
have greater than 164cm snow depth. Days with a lower snow depth are split up by the
change in snow depth over the previous three days. The days that had an increase in snow
depth less than 9cm had more days with deep slabs on persistent weak layers than days
that had an increase in snow depth of 9cm or more (Fig. 21).
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Figure 21. Over-fit classification tree grown using only daily meteorological metrics to
split days with (YES) and days without (NO) deep slabs on persistent weak layers.
The cross-validated classification tree grown to split days with deep slabs on
persistent weak layers from days without deep slabs on persistent weak layers using only
daily metrics had three splits using the metrics: minimum 24-hour temperature, average
maximum temperature over 72-hours, and snow depth change over seven days (Fig. 22).
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Figure 22. Cross-validated classification tree using daily metrics to split days with (YES)
and days without (NO) deep slabs on persistent weak layers. The same tree is obtained
when all daily and seasonal metrics are used.
The same tree was obtained when using daily metrics and all daily and seasonal metrics.
This tree had a POD of 0.79, FSR of 0.21, FAR of 0.24 and RPC of 0.77 (Table 19). The
tree using only daily metrics has slightly different performance measures due to missing
daily values. Over-fit trees using all three sets of metrics (Appendix C) had more
optimistic FARs as low as 0.14 and PODs up to 0.84 (Table 19). The cross-validated tree
that used only metrics that were significantly different based on the Wilcoxon rank-sum
test (Table 17) had one split that used 24-hour minimum temperature (Fig. 23). This tree
had a POD of 0.77, FAR of 0.34, and RPC of 0.70 (Table 19).
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Table 19 Contingency table values (a-d) and performance measures for classification
trees grown to split days with from days without deep slabs on persistent weak layers.
Definitions for a,b,c, and d are given in table 13. Maximum (over-fit) and cross-validated
tree results are both shown.
Metrics used to
a
grow tree
Over-fit trees
All Daily Metrics 60
All Metrics
66
Only significant
58
Cross-validated trees
All Daily Metrics 57
All Metrics
57
Only Significant
48

b

c

d

RPC

TSS

FAR

POD

PON

FSR

11
14
12

15
10
17

58
62
57

0.82
0.84
0.80

0.64
0.68
0.60

0.21
0.14
0.23

0.84
0.82
0.83

0.80
0.87
0.77

0.16
0.18
0.17

16
16
16

18
19
27

53
60
53

0.76
0.77
0.70

0.53
0.54
0.41

0.25
0.24
0.34

0.77
0.79
0.77

0.76
0.75
0.64

0.23
0.21
0.23
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Figure 23. Cross-validated classification tree grown to split days with (YES) and days
without (NO) deep slabs on persistent weak layers using only metrics with significantly
different distributions between days with and days without deep slabs on persistent weak
layers.
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The cross-validated tree grown to split days with deep dry slabs on persistent
weak layers, days with deep wet slabs on persistent weak layers, and days without deep
slabs on persistent weak layers used the same splits as the tree that split only days with
and days without deep slabs on persistent weak layers, but in a different order. This tree
used average 72-hour maximum temperature instead of minimum 24-hour temperature as
the first split, followed by 24-hour minimum temperature and change in snow depth over
seven days (Fig. 24). Days with a three day average maximum temperature greater than
7.5°C had deep wet slabs. Days with a lower three day average maximum temperature
had less deep slabs when the minimum 24-hour temperature was less than -9.5°C. When
the minimum 24-hour temperature was greater, days with less settlement (more load) had
deep dry slabs and days with less loading are mostly days without deep slabs (Fig. 24).
Again, the same tree was obtained regardless of using only daily metrics or all daily and
seasonal metrics. The cross-validated tree that used only variables that were significantly
different between days with and days without deep slabs in the univariate analysis had
only one split using the metric for average 72-hour maximum temperature (Fig. 25).
Model performance measures for the trees that split deep slabs on persistent weak
layers by type were lower overall than measures for cross-validated trees that split days
with and days without deep slabs on persistent weak layers (Table 19 & 20). The RPC
and FAR are similar to the other cross-validated trees, at 0.73 and 0.25, respectively.
However, the POD and FSR are around 0.1 points worse (lower POD and higher FSR)
than the other trees at 0.68 and 0.32, respectively (Table 20). Performance measures for
the tree that used only significant metrics to split days with deep slabs on persistent weak
layers by type were poor overall with a POD of 0.26 and an FSR of 0.74 (Table 20).
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Figure 24. Cross-validated classification tree obtained using the datasets: all daily metrics
and daily and seasonal metrics. This tree splits days with deep wet avalanches on
persistent weak layers (WS), days with deep dry slabs on persistent weak layers (DS),
and days without deep slabs on persistent weak layers (N).
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Figure 25. Cross-validated classification tree obtained when using only significantly
different metrics to split days with deep wet avalanches on persistent weak layers (WS),
days with deep dry slabs on persistent weak layers (DS), and days without deep slabs on
persistent weak layers (N).
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Table 20 Measures of model performance for cross-validated trees that split days with
dry deep slabs, days with wet deep slabs, and days without deep slabs.
Metrics used to
grow tree
Cross Validated
All Daily Metrics
All Metrics
Only Significant

a

b

c

d

RPC

TSS

FAR

POD

PON

FSR

59
59
74

24
24
51

17
17
1

52
52
18

0.73
0.73
0.62

0.46
0.46
0.25

0.25
0.25
0.05

0.68
0.68
0.26

0.78
0.78
0.99

0.32
0.32
0.74

4.2.4 Random Forests
The random forests show poorer model performance than the cross-validated trees
for both sets of data (tables 21 & 22). The most important variable in the daily forest,
based on the MDA, is minimum temperature. This is accompanied in the top ten most
important variables by average maximum temperature over 7, 5, 3 and 2 days, minimum
daily temperature gradient, total degrees above zero for the maximum temperature over 2,
3 and 5 days, and total degrees above zero over 5 days for the minimum temperature (Fig.
26).

Predicted

Table 21 Contingency table for random forests.

Non Av.
Av.

Observed
Seasons
Days
Non Av. Av. Non Av. Av.
49
24
13
7
32
33
9
14

Table 22 Measures of model performance for random forests.
RPC

TSS

FAR

POD

PON

FSR

Days

0.59

0.18

0.49

0.58

0.60

0.42

Seasons

0.63

0.26

0.39

0.67

0.59

0.33
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The most important variable in the seasonal forest is total new snow in December.
The next most important variables are total SWE in December, total SWE over
November, December and January, and total SWE in January. These are followed by the
proportion of days in November and December with conditions conducive to constructive
metamorphism, and then the proportion of days in November, December and January
with these conditions. Maximum snow depth in November and maximum snow depth in
December are seventh and eighth in importance in the seasonal forest (Fig. 26).
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Figure 26. Variable importance shown using the MDA for each variable in the random
forests for daily variables (left) and seasonal variables (right). Variables are described in
tables 4,11&12.
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5. DISCUSSION
Deep slabs on persistent weak layers late in the season were studied using records
of meteorological, snowpack, and avalanche observations at Bridger Bowl. These
avalanches typically have high destructive potential, and they are more difficult to predict
than avalanches that release in newly fallen snow or recently buried weak layers.
Forecasting these avalanches is relatively more difficult because low entropy
information, such as avalanches or collapsing on deep persistent weak layers, is typically
scarce or non-existent prior to these types of avalanches. Meanwhile, high entropy
information that is available, such as snowpack properties and meteorological data, has
increased uncertainty. If low entropy information indicating clear instability on a deep
persistent weak layer does exist (i.e., observed avalanches on that weak layer), then a
forecast can heavily rely on that information. However, in the absence of clear instability
high entropy information must be interpreted (i.e., daily and seasonal weather
summaries), and experience with local climate, local terrain, and general avalanche
behavior becomes a primary factor in determining the avalanche hazard.
An avalanche forecast for any path or region begins with each winter’s first
snowfall (LaChapelle, 1980; McClung, 2002a). This is especially important when
forecasting for deep slabs on persistent weak layers. The best way to observe a deep
persistent weak layer is to watch it form, or to dig down and find it once it is buried.
Ideally, both of these occur with continuous observation of the weak layer’s development
throughout the season. LaChapelle (1960a) mentions two general methods for forecasting
dry slab avalanches. The snowpack can be analyzed, and the meteorological factors
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affecting snow deposition can be analyzed. The former was regarded to be necessary
when forecasting climax avalanches, while the latter was regarded as the more successful
way to forecast direct-action avalanches (LaChapelle, 1960a; LaChapelle, 1965;
LaChapelle, 1980).
Direct observation of the snowpack allows for slowly developing instabilities to
be detected. The meteorological conditions during and after snow deposition determine
the structure of the snowpack (LaChapelle, 1980), so the meteorological conditions
during the time of weak layer formation may be useful information when forecasting for
deeper instabilities. Interpreting weak layer properties from meteorological data has
higher uncertainty than direct observation of the weak layer itself. However, direct
observation is not always feasible, especially late in the season when the weak layer is
deeply buried and not always spatially continuous. Therefore, this thesis used
meteorological data summarized from the start of each winter, as well as meteorological
data on days directly preceding deep slabs on persistent weak layers, in order to highlight
meteorological metrics that could be used to aid forecasting deep slabs on persistent weak
layers.
Historical records of avalanche activity and meteorological observations from
Bridger Bowl ski area were used for this research (section 3.2). Avalanches that failed on
deep persistent weak layers late in the season were selected through query of avalanche
records (section 3.4.1), and meteorological observations were used to derive metrics that
may be associated with these avalanches (section 3.4.3). Univariate analysis was
performed to find meteorological metrics that were associated with days or seasons that
had deep slabs on persistent weak layers, and classification trees were built to examine
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meteorological metrics through multivariate analysis (section 3.4.4). In addition,
meteorological and snowpack observations were reviewed in a case study of the 20112012 season, in which dry slab avalanches occurred on a layer of depth hoar, from
December through March, and a historic wet slab avalanche cycle on the depth hoar layer
culminated the season (section 4.1; and published by Marienthal et al., 2012).
Meteorological metrics that were examined in both the case study and the
statistical analysis included metrics that summarized conditions over the entire season
and metrics that summarized conditions up to seven days preceding deep slabs on
persistent weak layers. These two sets of metrics were analyzed to answer two questions:
1) which meteorological metrics are most important to consider from the time of weak
layer development (i.e., early season) when forecasting deep slabs on persistent weak
layers, and 2) which meteorological metrics best distinguish between days with deep
slabs on persistent weak layers and days without these avalanches? In addition to
meteorological metrics, snowpack properties that may be associated with deep slabs on
persistent weak layers were reviewed in the case study of the 2011-2012 season.
5.1 Case Study: The 2011-2012 Season
The 2011-2012 winter began with a shallow November snowpack and cold air
temperatures (Fig. 13). Every day that had weather observations in November had a
temperature gradient conducive to depth hoar formation (Table 15). Small, yet frequent
precipitation amounts in December helped to maintain a shallow snow depth and strong
temperature gradients (Fig. 13). Small depth hoar grains, resulting from these temperature
gradients, were observed 33 cm deep out of a 50 cm deep snowpack, as early as
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December 15th, and appeared to develop through December as larger grains were
observed on December 31st and in early January (Table 14). Propagating failures in ECT
tests were observed on this layer as early as December 7th, and few ECTs had
propagating failures between December 8th and 24th (Fig. 14), at the same time little
avalanche activity was observed on this layer (Fig. 15).
Instability on the depth hoar layer was relatively obvious in the month of
December. The layer was clearly developing through December (Table 14), and stability
tests and avalanches propagated after most small storms (Fig. 14 & 15). A storm with
39mm of SWE on December 30th and 31st produced widespread avalanches that failed on
the depth hoar layer and stability tests had conclusive propagating failures in the depth
hoar layer, through January 7th (Fig. 14 & 15a). Stability tests were in further agreement
with distinct instabilities (avalanches) as tests did not show propagating failures, and
avalanches did not fail on the depth hoar layer through mid-January (Fig. 14 & 15).
A continued strong temperature gradient in January appears to be one of the most
significant factors that contributed to the persistence of the depth hoar layer.
Characteristically cold temperatures and few small storms in January were conducive to
maintaining a shallow snowpack and continued depth hoar growth (Fig. 13). Despite few
detailed snowpack observations from mid-January to mid-February (Fig. 14), depth hoar
grains appeared to increase in size. Grains were observed to be larger and well developed
(3-5mm) in February and early March (Table 14). Snow depth was relatively far below
average for November and December, and both months had a high proportion of days
with temperature gradients suitable for constructive metamorphism. It may be more
significant, however, that average and maximum snow depth in January, and February 1st
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snow depth, were the lowest out of the 44 seasons on record (Table 15). Additionally, the
proportion of days with a temperature gradient conducive to depth hoar development in
November, December, and January was the highest (0.8) out of all 44 seasons. The
proportion of days in January that had conditions suitable for depth hoar growth was 0.6.
This was not the highest on record (0.7), but the average for this metric was 0.0 over 44
seasons (Table 15). Strong temperature gradients in a shallow snowpack appear to rarely
persist through January, but when they do it may strongly suggest a red flag for late
season deep slabs on persistent weak layers.
Stability test results in February and March were difficult to interpret. There were
many false unstable results prior to avalanche activity in February and early March, and
then potential false stable results in late March when the snowpack became too deep to
affect the weak layer during stability tests. Small storms began to add up in the middle of
February, increasing the overall snow depth and slab thickness (Table 14 and Fig. 13).
Stability tests showed propagating failures on the depth hoar at this time (Fig. 14), yet
avalanches were not triggered on this layer until late February, despite earlier additional
load from storms and the application of explosives (Fig. 15). An explosive triggered
avalanche (in-bounds) failed on the depth hoar layer on February 23rd after 10mm of
SWE over 24-hrs and 84mm of SWE over seven days (Fig. 15b). A skier triggered an
avalanche on the depth hoar layer out-of-bounds the next day without new snow. Two
days later there was a natural avalanche near the previous one, on a deep persistent weak
layer out-of-bounds, with 19mm of SWE over the preceding 48 hours and 78mm of SWE
over seven days (Fig. 15b). The latter avalanche was not confirmed as sliding on depth
hoar and is not marked as sliding on depth hoar on Figure 15. However, since the crown
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was over 150cm deep (Fig. 15) and persistent weak layers were observed up to 100cm off
the ground (Appendix B) it is significant to this study.
Precipitation continued into March with ECTs continuing to propagate failures on
the depth hoar layer (Fig. 14), but avalanches were seldom observed to fail on the depth
hoar layer. Although failures in ECTs became harder to initiate, they consistently
produced sudden clean collapses (Appendix B). March 17th was the last day with an ECT
that produced a propagating failure (Table 14). There were both natural and explosive
triggered avalanches on the depth hoar beginning on March 14th after 48mm of SWE
(Fig. 15c). Dry slab avalanche activity on the depth hoar layer culminated on March 20th,
with two naturally triggered avalanches out-of-bounds, after 39mm of SWE over 48
hours and 75mm of SWE over the preceding seven days (Fig. 3 & 15c). Despite the
difficulty of interpreting ECTs late in the season they are still useful to see the weak
layer, and modified tests can reveal clean failure planes. Additionally, other evidence is
available to indicate instability on deep persistent weak layers.
Cumulative snow water equivalent appears to be a good indicator of instability for
deep persistent weak layers. Each dry slab avalanche cycle on the depth hoar during the
2011-2012 season occurred following more than 30mm of cumulative SWE (Fig. 15). A
48-hour storm total of 39mm of SWE was observed during the first avalanche cycle at the
end of December, and could potentially be considered a minimum load required to
initiate an avalanche on the depth hoar. Avalanche cycles in late February and March
were preceded by over 70mm of SWE over seven days, and many had 30-50mm of SWE
over the preceding 48 hours. Ultimately, using storm totals as a quantified stability test
for deep persistent weak layers may be more conclusive than traditional ECT tests (e.g.,
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“This layer avalanched with a load of 39mm of SWE in February” may be more valuable
than “There was an ECTP11 sudden collapse on this layer”). The limitation of this would
be that an avalanche must occur in order to know how much cumulative SWE preceded
it.
This case study is limited by a lack of wind data. It should be noted that there is
anecdotal evidence suggesting sustained high winds prior to many avalanches that fail on
deep persistent weak layers (e.g., Savage, 2006; Savage and Buotte, pers. comm., 2014).
High winds without snow to transport do not provide a significant load, but as more snow
becomes available for transport the potential load increases. All deep slab avalanches that
Savage (2006) studied had wind transport on at least one of four prior days, and 55% of
deep slab avalanches occurred when four out of five prior days had wind transport
(Savage, pers. comm., 2014). A combination of extreme cumulative SWE amounts and
high winds greatly raises the potential for deep slabs on persistent weak layers.
Wet slabs that failed on deep persistent weak layers during the 2011-2012 season
occurred when temperatures did not drop below freezing over one of the preceding two
nights (Fig. 15), and the snowpack was presumably isothermal (see March 17th snowpit in
Appendix B). After the first wet slab on depth hoar, on March 23rd, there were wet slabs
on the 24th, 26th, and 27th. Only one night leading up to the 27th had below freezing
temperatures. In addition to these above freezing temperatures, 38mm of SWE fell on the
morning of the 27th, and the historic wet slab cycle ensued. This was the only avalanche
cycle on the depth hoar that had new precipitation on only one out of the preceding seven
nights. However, it had a similar amount of preceding 24-48 hour SWE as previous
avalanches on the depth hoar, combined with an isothermal snowpack and sustained
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above freezing temperatures. Wet and dry slabs are often evaluated differently, but in this
case the storm total preceding widespread wet slabs was similar to previous dry slab
avalanches on this layer. The sustained above freezing temperatures was a factor that is
unique to wet slabs. The weakening from sustained warmth combined with a storm
similar in size to those that previously collapsed this layer created an historic wet slab
cycle. The weakening from warmth may have made up for a lack in several days of
cumulative load that was commonly observed before dry slabs that fail on deep persistent
weak layers.
The season highlighted above presented a clear progression of meteorological
conditions that often precede deep slabs on persistent weak layers. It also exemplifies the
increased uncertainty of ECT stability tests on deep persistent weak layers later in the
season. The persistence of a shallow snowpack and strong temperature gradients through
January provided clear evidence of weak layer development and subsequently increased
deep slab hazard. Snowpack observations of developing depth hoar support the validity
of using summaries of meteorological metrics to imply weak layer development when
direct observation of the weak layer is inconclusive or not possible. Avalanches that
failed on the same depth hoar layer often occurred after similar amounts of cumulative
SWE. This suggests that, while ECTs become more uncertain later in the season, daily
meteorological variables (i.e., cumulative SWE) can provide evidence of quantified weak
layer strength. This case study suggests that forecasting for deep slabs on persistent weak
layers can be improved with the consideration of meteorological variables from the first
snowfall continuously through weak layer development and conditions prior to days with
potential avalanches on weak layers of concern.
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5.2 Historical Analysis: 1968/69-2012/13
Summaries of meteorological observations over 44 seasons were statistically
compared between seasons with and seasons without deep slab avalanches on persistent
weak layers, and between days with and days without deep slabs on persistent weak
layers. Transformation of meteorological data through summaries and statistical analysis
will help reduce the relatively higher uncertainty that often accompanies the use of raw
meteorological observations for an avalanche forecast (LaChapelle, 1980). Our results
highlight specific meteorological patterns and trends that are common during seasons that
have deep slabs on persistent weak layers, and metrics that are common on days prior to
deep slabs on persistent weak layers. This will be useful by providing clear and objective
distributional data to those who wish to gain more knowledge about forecasting deep
slabs on persistent weak layers.
5.2.1 Univariate Analysis
Results of the Wilcoxon rank-sum tests show which metrics have a different
distribution between seasons (or days) with and seasons (or days) without deep slabs on
persistent weak layers. More than half of the seasonal metrics had significantly different
central tendencies between seasons with and seasons without deep slabs on persistent
weak layers (Table 16). In general, metrics with significantly different central tendencies
between seasons with and seasons without deep slabs on persistent weak layers are
summaries of snow depth, total precipitation, or average temperature gradient. Seasons
with deep slabs on persistent weak layers generally have shallower snow depth, less total
precipitation and snowfall, and stronger temperature gradients, over the entire season.
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This is also generally true for these metrics summarized over the months prior to
February (Table 16). Similarly, LaChapelle and Atwater (1961) mention a shallow early
season snow cover in a season that had climax avalanches on depth hoar. A shallow snow
depth and relatively less precipitation are conducive to a stronger temperature gradient.
Including both metrics that represent relative snow depth or precipitation and calculated
average temperature gradients may be somewhat redundant. However, snow depth is also
important to consider in regards to determining if a weak layer, or bed surface, is higher
than terrain roughness (Schweizer et al., 2009).
The only metric in November that is significantly different between seasons with
and seasons without deep slabs on persistent weak layers is the proportion of days with
temperature gradients conducive to constructive metamorphism. This supports the
importance of early detection and observation of a persistent weak layer (LaChapelle and
Atwater, 1961). This may be especially important in snow climates where depth hoar is a
common weak layer as it typically forms early in the season.
In contrast, meteorological summaries over multiple months (i.e., November and
December, November through January, or over the entire season) are all significantly
different between seasons with and seasons without deep slabs on persistent weak layers,
with the exception of temperature summaries and minimum and maximum temperature
gradient over the entire season (Table 16). This supports the importance of continuous
observation of conditions during weak layer development starting with the season’s first
snowfall (LaChapelle, 1980). In addition, the lack of a significant difference for metrics
in February and March, other than average February temperature gradient, indicates that
meteorological summaries prior to these months (i.e., prior to February 1st) are sufficient
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to integrate into avalanche forecasts, or statistical models, that seek to predict deep slabs
on persistent weak layers at this location.
The significance of the average calculated temperature gradient in February may
be representative of relatively shallower snow depths and colder temperatures that are
typical during seasons that have deep slabs on persistent weak layers.
Meteorological metrics that have significantly different central tendencies
between days with and days without deep slabs on persistent weak layers, and when a
persistent weak layer is present and potentially active, include 24-hour rain and all
summaries of temperature, except for the difference between the current and previous
day’s temperature (Table 17). The lack of a significant difference for loading variables
(e.g., cumulative daily SWE or snowfall) highlights the difficulty in forecasting deep slab
avalanches. Similar storm totals are seen prior to both days with and days without deep
slabs on persistent weak layers, which leads to a high false alarm rate when relying on
storm magnitude to predict deep slabs (e.g., Conlan et al., 2014).
Metrics that indicate precipitation loading prior to deep slabs may not show
significant differences due to the inclusion of all seasons in the same analysis. This may
be improved by using a metric that represents the amount of precipitation relative to other
storms in the same season. A storm that is large enough to collapse a persistent weak
layer during one season may be an insignificant addition to another season’s weak layer.
However, as shown in the case study (section 5.1), similar amounts of precipitation that
collapse a weak layer early in the season are seen prior to avalanches on that weak layer
later in the season. Additionally, the absence of wind data is limiting to this study. Any
amount of precipitation that is accompanied by wind will create greater loading than just
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the precipitation itself. LaChapelle and Atwater (1961) note wind combined with storms
leading to avalanches on persistent weak layers, and at least one of four days prior to
deep slabs studied by Savage (2006) had wind transport, and four out of five days had
wind transport prior to 55% of deep slab avalanches (Savage, pers. comm., 2014).
Summaries of temperature indicate generally warmer temperatures on days with
deep slabs on persistent weak layers than on days without these avalanches. This was
noted in previous studies (Tracz, 2012; Conlan et al., 2014), and was explained by the
fact that warmer temperatures typically accompany storms in these study areas. Warmer
temperatures likely accompany deep slabs in this study due to the inclusion of wet
avalanches, which are common after sustained warm temperatures (Baggi and Schweizer,
2009; Peitzsch et al., 2012).
The group of days chosen without deep slabs on persistent weak layers (section
3.4.2) is not an independent sample from the population of days that had deep slabs on
persistent weak layers. The selection of a proportional number of non-event days as event
days in each season suggests that there are paired groups of events and non-events that
are dependent within each season. Therefore, the assumption of independent groups,
which is required for the Wilcoxon rank-sum test, is violated for the univariate analysis
of days with versus days without deep slabs.
It would be more appropriate to treat the groups of days with and days without
deep slabs in each season as paired. However, a typical paired analysis analyzes the
difference between paired observations, which are usually paired one to one. Since these
groups vary in size, many of them would have to be represented by a combination of
differences. This is much more involved than a typical paired analysis (e.g., paired t-test).
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An alternative to using a paired analysis on these data would be to re-select a group of
non-event days that were only restricted to being from seasons and months that had deep
slabs, but not a proportional amount per season.
Treatment of these groups as independent when they are not provides incorrect
estimates of uncertainty. This leads to inaccurate estimates of p-value, which causes some
differences to be missed, or to be incorrectly supported. Therefore, our univariate
analysis may incorrectly identify metrics with significantly different central tendencies
between days with and days without deep slabs. Metrics with p-values closer to our
cutoff of 0.05 (Table 17) will be more affected by this violation of independence.
5.2.2 Classification Trees for Seasons with
Deep Slabs on Persistent Weak Layers
The over-fit tree that splits seasons with and seasons without deep slabs on
persistent weak layers using only metrics prior to January 1st shows that seasons with
less snow in December had more deep slabs on persistent weak layers (Fig. 16). Seasons
with more snow in December and weaker average temperature gradients in December
had more avalanches when there were a higher proportion of days in November with
temperature gradients and snow depth conducive to constructive metamorphism (Fig. 16).
Despite more snowfall and a relatively weak temperature gradient in December,
temperature gradients in November were likely sufficient to create a weak layer that
would later produce deep slabs. The seasons that had more snow in December and a
stronger average temperature gradient in December did not have deep slabs on persistent
weak layers. This is somewhat counterintuitive since a strong temperature gradient
should imply weak layer development. However, since these were years with more
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snowfall in December, the snow may have been sufficiently deep to attenuate the effect
of cold temperatures deeper in the snowpack and prevent weak layer development.
The over-fit tree that uses only metrics prior to January 1st has a high POD, TSS
and RPC with a low FSR. However, the cross-validation (Fig. 17) drops the RPC from
0.85 to 0.77, the TSS from 0.71 to 0.53, the POD from 0.96 to 0.58 and the FSR goes up
from 0.04 to 0.42 (Table 18). Hendrikx et al. (2014) achieved a TSS of 0.47 and an RPC
of 0.73 on the dataset used to fit their tree. Schweizer et al. (2009) had RPCs ranging
from 0.77-0.89 and TSS ranging from 0.29-0.54 for various datasets. Despite an RPC and
TSS that are comparable to previous work, the cross-validated tree shows relatively poor
performance with a weak POD and FSR as these are some of the most important
measures to consider for avalanche forecasting. The cross-validated trees that use the
other datasets maintain comparable RPC and TSS while achieving a high POD and low
FSR, at the expense of a high FAR (Table 18). These scores are more desirable and
highlight the importance of evaluating meteorological conditions continuously up to the
day of forecasting for deep slabs. While some metrics prior to January 1st are reasonable
proxies for weak layer development, the metrics that include January observations are
more robust when used to forecast deep slabs on persistent weak layers.
The high FAR for the cross-validated tree grown from datasets that use metrics
through January shows that this tree is somewhat conservative, which displays the
difficulty of the forecasting problem. Many seasons with low precipitation from
November through January had deep slabs after February 1st, but 28% of them did not
have these avalanches (Table 18). For many operations, this is likely above the
acceptable level of lost operating time, or excessive closure, due to false alarms.
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While the achieved model performance for the trees created to split seasons with
and seasons without deep slabs on persistent weak layers is comparable to previous
avalanche forecasting models, it should be noted that the sample size here is relatively
low for cross-validation and growing classification trees in general (Breiman et al.,
1993). Despite the small sample size, cross-validation is typically conservative in small
datasets that have many predictors, which promotes the significance of the crossvalidated trees’ sole predictors (e.g., total SWE in November, December, and January). In
addition, the maximum number of splits in the over-fit trees is limited by the stopping
rules, so the smaller sample sizes are restricted to fewer splits.
The cross-validated trees that use datasets with metrics through January split
seasons with and seasons without deep slabs on persistent weak layers based on the total
SWE from November through January (Fig. 19). This indicates that seasons with a
relatively wet early season have deep slab avalanches less frequently than those with dry
early seasons. More precipitation early in the season increases the snow depth and snow
density, which would decrease the overall temperature gradient and reduce weak layer
development. Furthermore, abundant precipitation early in the season helps stabilize deep
slab instability even if a persistent weak layer does develop. Avalanches on persistent
weak layers earlier in the season may destroy persistent weak layers, and overburden
pressure from load will strengthen weak layers (Brown et al., 2001).
The inclusion of January in the cumulative SWE total that splits the crossvalidated tree implies the importance of continuous observation of meteorological
conditions across all months. Considering the effect of November, December, and
January SWE totals on late season deep slab stability has less uncertainty when all
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months are combined than when they are considered individually. Stated more broadly,
the effect of early season meteorological conditions on late season deep slab avalanche
stability is dependent on the continuous interaction of various meteorological conditions
throughout the entire early season. Observations from isolated, rather than continuous,
periods of time will increase uncertainty in any avalanche forecast.
In the over-fit tree that uses the dataset with metrics prior to February 2nd, the
second split divides seasons with less SWE in November, December, and January based
on total December SWE (Fig. 18). Seasons with a drier December had deep slabs on
persistent weak layers. Seasons with a relatively wet December, despite an overall
relatively dry early season, had deep slabs when the maximum November snow depth
was relatively deeper than seasons without deep slabs (Fig. 18). The inclusion of
maximum November snow depth suggests that while a shallow snow depth early in the
season is conducive to a weak snowpack, enough depth must be maintained in order for a
weak layer, or bed surface, to form higher than the terrain roughness (e.g., Schweizer et
al., 2009). Associated 95% confidence intervals for estimated snow depths (section 3.3)
were within a range that would not greatly affect the threshold value for maximum
November snow depth that was found to split seasons with deep slabs from seasons
without deep slab avalanches.
The tree created the dataset that used metrics for the entire season has the same
initial split as the previous tree (using metrics prior to February 2nd), but it replaces the
second two splits with just one split based on the average temperature gradient in
February (Fig. 20). This split may represent seasons that are overall cold with a shallow
snowpack. This implies that seasons with generally cold temperatures and a relatively
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shallow snowpack often have deep slab avalanches on persistent weak layers late in the
season. A drawback to this metric is that it cannot be calculated until March 1st, which is
one month after this study begins to consider deep slabs on persistent weak layers. Due to
this, it is not a useful metric to consider when forecasting, but it provides some insight
into the factors that are associated with deep slabs on persistent weak layers (i.e., a season
with overall cold temperatures and a shallow snowpack, prior to a large storm). This is
somewhat similar to findings by Fitzharris and Schaerer (1980) that indicate climax
avalanches occurring in winters with sustained cold and dry conditions followed by
temperatures rapidly rising above freezing with heavy precipitation.
5.2.3 Classification Trees for Days with
Deep Slabs on Persistent Weak Layers
The over-fit trees that split days with and days without deep slabs on persistent
weak layers are useful for displaying the underlying structure of the data, and show
which variables are most associated with deep slabs on persistent weak layers.
Meteorological conditions over days prior to deep slabs on persistent weak layers were
typically warmer than days without based on the first split that uses daily minimum
temperature (Fig. 21). This is consistent with previous findings of warming trends prior
to deep slabs (Jamieson et al., 2001; Tracz, 2012; Conlan et al., 2014). Similar to many
other studies (Jamieson et al., 2001; Schweizer et al., 2009; Tracz, 2012; Conlan et al.,
2014), greater prior cumulative load is associated with deep slabs, which is shown by the
splits on five-day total SWE and the change in snow depth over seven days (Fig. 21). For
each of these, values indicating greater loading lead to groups with mostly deep slab
days.
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The final splits of the over-fit tree that uses only daily metrics utilize height of
snow and a positive change in snow depth over three days. These do not provide as clear
of an interpretation as the other splits, but they support the importance of considering
overall snow depth and cumulative load prior to deep slabs. Days with snow depth values
greater than the threshold were mostly deep slab days (Fig. 21). This is somewhat of a
surprise as a shallower snowpack often indicates more instability. This split highlights the
different interpretation of a snow depth observation on the day of a deep slab compared
to the interpretation of a snow depth observation during persistent weak layer formation.
The height of snow on the day of a deep slab avalanche has the potential to be much
greater than the height of snow during weak layer formation. If a large difference in snow
depth does exist between these times, then it might indicate greater instability due to a
shallow snowpack (weak layer formation) followed by relatively large cumulative
loading. Abrupt loading on a persistent weak layer will more likely lead to triggering of
deep slabs than gradual loading (e.g., Marienthal et al., 2012), but both scenarios could
have the same height of snow on a potential avalanche day. This highlights the
importance of considering meteorological conditions throughout months prior to deep
slab avalanche potential.
The majority of deep slab days in the previously discussed groups had dry slabs
that mostly followed days with relatively warmer temperatures and larger prior
cumulative loads. The days that have relatively higher prior three-day average maximum
temperatures are mostly days with deep wet slabs (e.g., Fig. 24). Sustained above
freezing temperatures prior to wet slabs is common as it implies a variety of conditions
that are conducive to wet slab initiation (e.g., Baggi and Schweizer, 2009). While longer
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periods of sustained warming may be more conducive than shorter periods of sustained
warming to the initiation of deep wet slabs (e.g., more time may be required before a
refreeze for water to reach a deep weak layer), other variables must also be considered to
assess deep wet slab potential, such as snowpack structure and previous deep dry slab
activity on persistent weak layers. Nonetheless, if the potential for deep slabs on
persistent weak layers exists, then sustained above freezing temperatures is evidence to
suggest increasing hazard. Tracz (2012) also noted sustained above freezing temperatures
prior to deep dry slabs. Above freezing temperatures affect changing slab deformation
rates in regards to dry slab avalanche initiation (Tracz, 2012), while the introduction of
liquid water due to above freezing temperatures is a more important factor for wet slabs
(Baggi and Schweizer, 2009; Peitzsch et al., 2012).
The over-fit tree that uses the dataset with all daily and seasonal metrics
(Appendix C) has the same first four splits as the over-fit tree that uses only daily metrics
(Fig. 21). However, different metrics are used to split the group of days that have a
change in snow depth over seven days (HS7) greater than or equal to -10.0cm (i.e., more
loading). The final splits of this tree show days with greater than 48.2cm of cumulative
snowfall over seven days having more deep slabs, days with a maximum temperature
greater than 3.5°C over the previous seven days and more than 0.75cm of SWE over two
days having more deep slabs, and days with less than 0.75cm of SWE over the previous
two days having deep slabs as well (Appendix C). This is again suggestive of large
cumulative loading and warmer temperatures prior to deep slab avalanches.
The cross-validated tree that results from using each of the two previously
discussed datasets uses the splits on minimum temperature, maximum average
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temperature over three days, and the change in snow depth over seven days (Fig. 22). The
model performance measures for the tree created from the dataset with only daily metrics
differ slightly from those created from all metrics (Table 19). This is due to missing
values for daily metrics on some days with deep slabs that still have a value for seasonal
metrics. When only daily metrics are used these observations are eliminated from the
analysis. However, when seasonal metrics are used these observations are grouped based
on their values for seasonal metrics that may have formed surrogate splits (i.e., splits that
were pruned from over-fit trees).
The cross-validated tree shows decreased model performance from the over-fit
trees, as is expected, but maintains levels of performance that are comparable to previous
work (e.g., Schweizer et al., 2009; Hendrikx et al., 2014). Unfortunately, the lack of
improvement over previous work limits the sole use of this tree for forecasting purposes.
This tree is useful to highlight daily metrics that are associated with deep slabs on
persistent weak layers, and will aid forecasters by providing clear and concise
distributional data that has been derived from decades of practitioners’ observation and
experience.
The over-fit tree that was created using metrics that were had significantly
different central tendencies between days with and days without deep slabs on persistent
weak layers (Appendix C) uses various temperature metrics as those were the only
metrics with significant differences (Table 17). The groups created from this tree show
both days that have deep slabs after relatively cooler temperatures and days that have
deep slabs after relatively warmer temperatures. Interpretation of this tree is challenging.
One pattern that becomes somewhat apparent is groups with more avalanches occurring
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after splits that alternate between relatively warmer and cooler temperatures. This may
suggest that more rapidly changing conditions are conducive to deep slab avalanche
release (e.g., Perla, 1970; Fitzharris and Schaerer, 1980 Tracz, 2012).
The over-fit tree that uses only metrics with significantly different central
tendencies has two of the same splits as the cross-validated tree created from the other
datasets (Appendix C). However, the cross-validated tree created using only metrics that
are significantly different has only one split on minimum 24-hour temperature (Fig. 23).
This tree has lower model performance. This supports the inclusion of all metrics when
growing trees as some metrics become significant after others are accounted for, which
improves model performance in this case.
The same metrics that were used to split days with and days without deep slabs
(Fig. 22) are used in the cross-validated tree that splits days with deep slabs by type (wet
or dry). This tree is the same when using datasets other than the dataset with just metrics
that were significantly different between days with and without deep slabs. The order of
the metrics is different with the first split based on the average maximum temperature
over three days (Fig. 24). This supports the notion that this metric is included due to its
reflection of processes that lead to wet slab avalanches. Minimum temperature and snow
depth change over seven days have the same thresholds values as the tree grown to split
days with and days without deep slabs. This is again suggestive of warmer temperatures
and greater loading prior to deep slabs.
The cross-validated tree grown from the dataset that only has metrics with
significantly different central tendencies between days with and without deep slabs uses
just the first split (Fig. 25). Model performance measures are much better for the tree that
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uses more metrics than just those that were significantly different (Table 20). This
supports the inclusion of all metrics when creating trees, as some metrics will become
significant after accounting for others.
For each of the three response variables (seasons, days, and type) the crossvalidated trees were the same when created from only daily metrics, or all daily and
seasonal metrics. This is ideal because metrics that summarize conditions after the time
that deep slab forecasting begins (e.g., February 1st) are not useful for predictive purposes
since they are not yet known.
5.2.4 Random Forests
The variable importance plots (Fig. 26) for the random forests show the relative
effect that each variable has on the forest’s predictive ability. Variables that make up
splits in the cross-validated classification trees also have high importance rankings in the
random forests (Fig. 26). This supports the variables’ significance as predictors for deep
slabs on persistent weak layers as well as interpretations of their physical relationship to
deep slabs. The top variables in the seasonal random forest further suggest early winter
precipitation and snow depth to be important for forecasting deep slabs on persistent
weak layers later in the season. The variables representing the proportion of days with
temperature gradient and snow depth conducive to weak layer development were not seen
in the cross-validated trees, but their high importance in the random forest also supports
the importance of early season precipitation and snow depth. These variables show the
importance of the upper threshold of early season snow depth (i.e., 1m) on impeding
weak layer development, while the importance of maximum November and December
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snow depth may represent a minimum early season snow depth requirement, as shown in
the over-fit classification tree (Fig. 18).
Minimum temperature is the most important variable in the random forest for
predicting days with deep slabs on persistent weak layers (Fig. 26), and it is the primary
split for the daily classification trees (Figs. 21-23). Average maximum temperature over
three days is the only other variable among the ten most important in the random forest
that is also seen in the classification trees. The random forest displays an overall lack of
importance of loading variables for forecasting days with deep slabs, but the abundance
of highly important variables that summarize maximum temperatures over multiple days
strengthens the importance of sustained warming and variables that reflect rate dependent
processes when forecasting deep slabs. The most important loading variable is total new
snow over five days, directly followed by total SWE over five days. This supports the
importance of cumulative load, yet the loading variable that is in the cross-validated
classification tree (change in snow depth over seven days) has very low importance. The
difficulty in forecasting deep slabs based on loading from precipitation is again apparent,
likely due to high false alarm rates when trying to forecast deep slabs based a threshold
amount of precipitation (e.g., Conlan et al., 2014).
The overall predictive accuracy of the random forests, based on model
performance measures, is poorer than the cross-validated trees (Table 22). In addition, the
random forests have a large increase in FAR and FSR, and decreased TSS. This shows
the random forests’ decreased ability to separate seasons (or days) with deep slabs from
those without deep slabs as compared to cross-validated trees. The random forest,
however, is likely a more accurate depiction of the predictive power of either dataset.
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Guy and Birkeland (2013) found a wide range of success rates (62-80%) and TSS (0.170.38) when using random forests to classify potential avalanche trigger locations based
on terrain parameters. Our model performance results are comparable despite being close
to the lower end of those ranges. While the cross-validated trees provide better TSS and
lower FAR and FSR, the random forests likely provide a more accurate estimate of the
uncertainty in the dataset.
The variables ranked lowest in importance (Fig. 26) have negative MDAs, which
means average accuracy of the random forest decreases when these variables are
included. Therefore, eliminating these variables may improve the overall average
predictive accuracy of the forests.
5.2.5 Study Limitations
The use of these models, or their important parameters, for predicting deep slab
avalanches is limited by their relatively low skill, inherent uncertainty in the data, and the
scope of this study. The measures of model performance are too low to rely on for an
avalanche forecast, but the models and their findings are still useful when combined with
experience and knowledge of other forecasting tools and avalanche behavior. Direct
observation of the snowpack and avalanche occurrence, and intimate knowledge of local
to regional terrain and climate, are essential to consider in addition to model predictions
and meteorological parameters suggested to be of high importance.
Our results provide interpretations of observed meteorological data, which often
requires some transformation or processing to reduce its uncertainty. Meteorological data
comprises one of three tiers of data that are available for avalanche forecasting
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(LaChapelle, 1980; McClung, 2002b). Interpretations of this data should be combined
with the other two types of data: 1) snowpack structure data and 2) snow mechanical data
that directly indicate instability due to an applied load (e.g., avalanche occurrence), which
both have inherently lower uncertainty.
The usefulness of meteorological observations in predicting snow cover
properties is also limited by spatial extent. Observations will be most representative of
the snow cover at the point where they are collected, and extrapolations may be made
over localized terrain while considering variation by elevation and aspect. Extrapolation
of data from one point to a wider area may be more appropriate over larger areas. As the
size of the forecast area decreases the problem becomes more difficult and accuracy is
more important (McClung, 2002b). Using meteorological data to make an assumption
about the general snowpack across a larger area may be appropriate, while a more
specific forecast for a small area requires lower entropy data that is more relevant at that
scale (McClung, 2002b). Furthermore, the results of this study are statistically limited to
Bridger Bowl ski area. An appropriate extent for their practical application would be to
similar climate types and settings as Bridger Bowl ski area that experience deep slabs on
persistent weak layers.
Further uncertainty is introduced to this study due to the method of selecting days
with deep slabs on persistent weak layers. This process was greatly limited by the lack of
documented weak layer type in records of avalanche observations. It is possible that deep
slabs not on persistent weak layers were included, and that some deep slabs on persistent
weak layers were not included. Great effort was made to limit these errors by thoroughly
reviewing avalanches that were selected as deep slabs on persistent weak layers. We may
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have also missed events that occurred late in January due to only considering deep slabs
after January 31st.
The findings of this study are further limited by the scope of the data and analysis.
These data were entirely observational (i.e., no random assignment to groups) and not
selected from a larger population. Therefore there is no statistical inference that can be
made about the causal relationship between meteorological variables and deep slabs on
persistent weak layers, and no statistical inferences can be made about these phenomena
occurring outside of the study area and time period. Practical inferences can be made,
however, to future situations within the study area and in areas that have similar terrain
and snow climates. Therefore, our findings are practically applicable to Bridger Bowl ski
area and similar regions that experience a predominantly intermountain or continental
snow climate with frequent persistent weak layers near the base of the snowpack.
While classification trees and random forests can be utilized or viewed as
predictive models, they are used as explanatory models in this thesis. Model performance
is quantified based on predictive ability, but we can view it as a relative measure of how
well we understand the phenomenon (Shmueli, 2010). Meteorological variables that we
used were chosen based on known theoretical relationships, rather than including many
other variables in order to improve prediction. Summaries of meteorological variables are
constructs (proxies) of weak layer and snowpack characteristics that relate to avalanche
formation and release. Therefore, our models are explanatory due their nature of testing
causal hypotheses (i.e., relationships between proxies of snowpack properties and
avalanche occurrence) (Shmueli, 2010). Meteorological summaries represent snowpack
processes (e.g., weak layer and slab formation, applied loads, weakening) and
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characteristics (e.g., snowpack structure, isothermality) that are usually not documented
on a consistent basis, while meteorological observations are documented regularly at
most operations.
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6. CONCLUSION
Deep slab avalanches on persistent weak layers are difficult to forecast largely
due to a common lack of (low entropy) data that indicates obvious instability directly
preceding their release. Other data is available to aid forecasting deep slabs, but it often
requires some processing and experience in order to maximize its usefulness.
Meteorological data can be used to assess deep slab instability, despite inherent higher
entropy. Summaries of meteorological data that are presented in this thesis may be useful
to minimize uncertainty when forecasting deep slabs on persistent weak layers. These
summaries (metrics) highlight seasonal and daily meteorological trends that are
associated with deep slabs, which are typically less recognizable given minimal (or zero)
experience.
Records of avalanche, meteorological, and snowpack observations from Bridger
Bowl ski area in SW Montana were used to examine meteorological metrics associated
with deep slabs on persistent weak layers. This was achieved by conducting a case study
of one season that had historic deep slabs on persistent weak layers, and by performing a
statistical analysis of historical data from 44 seasons. Univariate analysis, classification
trees, and random forests were used to statistically examine the historical data to find
meteorological metrics that are common during seasons with deep slabs on persistent
weak layers and metrics that are common prior to days with deep slabs on persistent
weak layers.
The 2011-2012 season demonstrated the increasing difficulty of forecasting
avalanches on persistent weak layers as the season progresses. Obvious clues of
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instability on the depth hoar became more scarce as there were less avalanches on the
depth hoar and ECT test results became harder to interpret and less agreeable with
avalanche activity later in the season. The univariate analysis highlights further difficulty
in forecasting deep slabs by showing no significant difference in metrics that represent
loading between days with and days without deep slabs on persistent weak layers. While
common data (e.g., stability tests and avalanche occurrence) often becomes less obvious
regarding deep slab instability, other available data may highlight patterns that indicate
instability.
The univariate analysis, classification trees, and random forests all suggest that
seasons with deep slabs on persistent weak layers had overall less precipitation and a
shallow snowpack in November, December, and January. While a drier early season is
common, a November snow depth that is deep enough to create a sufficient weak layer is
also common to seasons with deep slabs on persistent weak layers. Our results also
support the importance of considering continuous meteorological metrics through
Janauary (e.g., cumulative SWE), rather than metrics from isolated months or days (e.g.,
February 1st snow depth), to forecast deep slabs on persistent weak layers.
A continuous shallow snowpack and cold air temperatures from November 2011
through January 2012, which coincided with observed depth hoar growth, supports the
continuous observation of meteorological metrics as a proxy for weak layer development.
The use of meteorological metrics that summarize conditions during weak layer
development is further supported by the results from the univariate analysis that indicate
metrics after February 1st, and metrics summarized in individual months, to be generally
insignificant. The results from classification trees that use metrics prior to February 2nd to
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adequately predict (relative to this and previous studies) seasons with deep slabs on
persistent weak layers also support the strength of continuous observation.
Days with deep slabs on persistent weak layers were associated with warmer
temperatures and greater prior cumulative precipitation. In addition to general cumulative
precipitation, relative SWE amounts prior to previous avalanches on a persistent weak
layer may be useful to indicate the strength of that layer and the possible load required for
it to collapse. Similar precipitation totals were observed prior to all storms that triggered
deep dry slabs on persistent weak layers in the 2011-2012 season. The historic deep wet
slabs in the 2011-2012 season had similar 24-48 hour SWE totals as deep dry slabs
during that season, but there was no precipitation between two and seven days before the
historic wet slab cycle. Instead there was sustained above freezing temperatures to
weaken the snowpack prior to stress from the short, yet significant, storm. These wet
slabs were also preceded by natural wet slabs on the persistent weak layer, which failed
after sustained above freezing temperatures in a snowpack that was unaltered by ski area
activities.
Both dry and wet deep slabs had prior warming, but the mechanisms that affect
instability are different for each. Wet slabs are common after sustained above freezing
temperatures that weaken the snowpack. Dry deep slabs are common after a warming
trend, which may alter snowpack properties, and sometimes accompanies precipitation.
Although deep slabs are shown to be more often associated with warmer temperatures,
they were also seen after extreme drops in temperature during the 2011-2012 season, and
further statistical evidence suggests the overall importance of rate dependent variables
(e.g., Perla, 1970). The association of changes in air temperature (up or down), rather
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than just warmer temperatures, with deep slabs is supported by the significant difference
of most temperature metrics between days with and days without deep slabs on persistent
weak layers, and the apparent switch between warmer and colder temperatures that lead
to days with deep slabs that is shown in the over-fit classification tree grown from the
metrics with significantly different central tendencies.
Seasonal variables associated with deep slabs are best viewed as rate dependent as
well. Evidence from classification trees and the case study suggest that seasonal snow
depth during seasons with deep slabs has a slow rate of accumulation followed by a rapid
increase in the rate of accumulation. This further suggests that a season with a consistent
rate of snow accumulation would less likely have deep slabs as the snowpack gradually
adjusts to loading. These seasons would have either very few avalanches overall, or
frequent smaller avalanches. Varying rates of snow accumulation throughout the season
may indicate greater deep slab instability.
Cross-validated classification trees showed an overall improvement in model
performance when more metrics were included as explanatory variables. Using only
metrics that are significantly different in a univariate analysis limits the trees’ predictive
ability. Metrics that are not significant on their own can become significant after
accounting for other metrics in a multivariate analysis. All cross-validated trees that were
grown with only significant metrics were pruned to one split and had lower model
performance than other trees. Overall model performance of cross-validated trees is
comparable to previous work, which supports the use of these results as supplemental
information to forecast deep slabs on persistent weak layers. The cross-validated trees
have a high FAR and many have a high FSR making them unsuitable solely for
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predicting deep slabs. However, the metrics used in these trees are useful to consider
when forecasting deep slabs on persistent weak layers.
This study is limited by spatial and temporal scale, inherent uncertainty in the
data, and the method of deep slab avalanche selection and definition. While the results of
this study highlight meteorological patterns and trends to look for when forecasting deep
slabs, the findings must be considered in combination with a general understanding of
avalanche dynamics, knowledge of local terrain and climate, and the seasonal snowpack
and avalanche history.
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APPENDIX A
MODEL RESIDUALS FOR IMPUTATIONS
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Figure A 1. Residual plots for a linear model of maximum temperature.

170

Figure A 2. Residual plots for a model with a smoothing function for maximum
temperature.
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Figure 22.5. Residuals from final model for maximum temperature.

Figure A 3. Residual plots for a linear model of minimum temperature.
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Figure A 4. Residual plots for a model with a smoothing function for minimum.
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Figure A 5. Residuals from final model for minimum temperature.
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Figure A 6. Residual plots for a linear model for snow depth.
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Figure A 7. Residual plots for a model with a smoothing function for snow depth.
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APPENDIX B
SNOWPIT PROFILES FROM THE 2011-2012 SEASON
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Figure A 23. Snowpit profile from December 15, 2011 at site A.
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Figure A 24. Second Snowpit profile from December 15, 2011 at site A.
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Figure A 25. Snowpit profile on December 15, 2011 north of site B (Lower Keith’s
starting zone).
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Figure A 26. Snowpit profile on December, 16th, 2011 at Joel's, not shown in Figure A
12 or Table 12.
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Figure A 27. Snowpit profile at site G on December 20, 2011.
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Figure A 28. Snowpit profile from site A on December 31, 2011.
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Figure A 29. Snowpit profile from December 31, 2011 at site B.
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Figure A 30. Snowpit profile from site A on January 3rd, 2012.
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Figure A 31. Second pit from site A on January 3rd, 2012.
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Figure A 32. Snowpit profile on January 3rd, 2012 at site B.
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Figure A 33. Snowpit profile from January 3rd, 2012 at site C.
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Figure A 34. Snowpit profile on January 5th, 2012 at site D.
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Figure A 35. Snowpit profile from January 6th, 2012 at site E.
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Figure A 36. Second pit from site E on January 6th, 2012.
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Figure A 37. Snowpit profile from site A on January 7th, 2012.
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Figure A 38. Second pit from site A on January 7th, 2012.
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Figure A 39. Snowpit profile from site C on January 7, 2012.
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Figure A 40. Snowpit profile from site D on January 10th, 2012.
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Figure A 41. Snowpit profile at site C on January 16th, 2012.
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Figure A 42. Snowpit profile from site E on January 16th, 2012.
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Figure A 43. Snowpit profile from site C on January 22nd, 2012.
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Figure A 44. Snowpit profile from site E on February 11th, 2012.
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Figure A 45. Snowpit profile at site A on February 18th, 2012.
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Figure A 46. Snowpit profile at site F on March 11, 2012.
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Figure A 47. Second Snowpit profile from site F on March 11th, 2012.
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Figure A 48. Snowpit profile from March 15th, 2012 at site F.
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Figure A 49. Snowpit profile from March 17th, 2012 at site G.
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Figure A 50. Snowpit profile from March 24th, 2012 at site G.
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APPENDIX C
CLASSIFICATION TREES
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Figure A 51. Over-fit tree using all daily and seasonal metrics. Non-deep slab days are
black bars (left), deep slab days are grey bars (right).
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Figure A 52. Over-fit tree using all significant variables. Non-deep slab days are black
bars (left), deep slab days are grey bars (right).
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Figure A 53. Over-fit tree created using daily metrics to split days with ether dry or wet
deep slabs or no deep slabs.
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Figure A 54. Over-fit tree created using all metrics to split days with dry or wet deep
slabs or days without deep slabs.
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Figure A 55. Over-fit tree grown using only significant metrics to split days by type of
deep slab.

